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Abstract
Ultrashort pulses can induce coulomb explosions of molecules through which ionic frag-
ments receive substantial momentum. These momenta, measured in coincidence, carry in-
formation about the molecule’s initial geometry. Momenta measurements can be done using
a modified time-of-flight spectrometer. The spectrometer is improved upon by modifying
the housing of its focusing mirror. The ion extraction field exhibited greater uniformity
due to a more robust mirror mounting design and a correction of structural asymmetries.
Ultrashort pulses are measurement tools, exploited for their brevity in duration and are
sought to be made even shorter to improve their time resolution. Hollowfibre pulse com-
pression studies are done to investigate the impacts of pressure on spectral broadening
results. The pulses that exit the pulse stretching and compression components in the
hollowfibre system can become riddled with distortions. The pulses need to be character-
ized to identify and correct distortions before they can be used to interrogate molecules.
Frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) techniques have demonstrated powerful char-
acterization capabilities. A qualitative and quantitative methodology is presented in order
to analyze the validity of FROG measurements of simple Gaussian pulses and then more
complex, frequency modulated pulses.
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The invention of the camera enabled us to capture a moment frozen in time. Cameras
are the paintbrushes of old, the pinnacle of modern entertainment. These devices are the
most common image captors. What is an image? An image is a rendition of reality at
a particular moment in time. Types of images include sculptures, paintings, magnetic
resonance images (MRI), the all-too-common photograph, and even Coulomb explosion
images of molecules. Every imaging modality renders an image in a different way. Each
require a sensory instrument to receive physical information of which to interpret into an
image. Physical information can come in many forms, such as photons, electrons, sound
waves, and in the case of Coulomb explosion imaging, ions. The common camera receives
photons on a photo-sensitive medium to create a photographic image. MRI uses oscillating
magnetic fields to induce a sample’s hydrogen atoms to emit radio waves which are detected
and interpreted into an image. Human eyes image reality by detecting photons of visible
light with photoreceptors that send signals to our brain to render an image. This image of
reality may differ from say, a snake’s image of reality since its eyes detect infrared photons.
If our eyes can’t image certain objects, we must employ external devices to do our bidding.
So how does one image a molecule; invisible to the naked eye? This has been a long-lasting
endeavour since the rise of atomic theory.
A technique known as Coulomb Explosion Imaging (CEI) was introduced by Kanter et
al. in [24] which offered a new way to study molecules. Not only can the static structure
of a molecule be studied but also its dynamical structure as it evolves over time. Struc-
tural dynamics include bond lengthening and shortening, structural bending, and even its
dynamical properties such as the migration of a proton[52, 20]. A molecular movie can be
created if a sequence of images of molecular dynamics is captured over time [36].
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A molecule consists of two or more atoms each of which are bonded electrostatically.
If the bonds are broken, what remains are positively charged ions. The ions will undergo
repulsion due to the Coulombic force. The trajectory of the ions will carry with it inherent
information about it’s position at time zero. The molecular structure can then be inferred if
there is trajectory information for all its ionic fragments. Any molecule with a temperature
above absolute zero Kelvin will be in thermal motion. The motion occurs on very fast
timescales, tens of femtoseconds. If the bonds are broken on longer timescales than the
characteristic time of a molecule’s atomic motion, the resulting image will be blurred.
The requirement for CEI is that the bonds must be removed on femtosecond timescales
to match that of the molecular motion. Enter ultrashort laser pulses - intense bursts of
laser light which are extremely thin in space allowing them to traverse a point on ultrafast
timescales ( 10−15 s). Light is an oscillating electric field and magnetic field, both of which
can interact with matter. The electric field is of interest in this application since it is
responsible for the rapid ionization of the molecule which leads to a Coulomb explosion.
Given sufficient energy, the pulses can be focused down to produce enormous electric fields
exceeding the strength of electron potentials. The electric fields can then strip a molecule
of many electrons on femtosecond timescales giving rise to a Coulomb explosion. Thus,
the ultrashort pulses can be used to Coulomb explode a molecule through which ionic
fragments receive substantial momentum. The initial momenta imparted to the ions can
be measured and used to infer the molecule’s initial geometry.
CEI relies on the brevity of ultrashort pulses; as they become shorter, the time res-
olution improves. As a result, pulse compression has received a great deal of interest.
Hollowfibre compression systems have become standard tools in pulse compression and,
as any pulse compression system, they are comprised of a considerable number of optics.
Pulses have proven to be extremely fragile and have a knack for distorting as they travel
through almost any medium. Since they are the main measuring tool for CEI applications,
it is best if the researcher has at least some knowledge of the pulses before they begin an
experiment. Without prior knowledge, it would be analogous to measuring the length of
a desk with a blank measuring tape! Various devices have been put to the task of mea-
suring pulses. A technique commonly used to characterize pulses is the famous FROG
(Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating) and its variants. Not only is the length of a pulse
important, but also its phase, that is, the relationship of a pulse’s frequency with time.
Both characteristics can affect CEI results. The FROG has proven to be able to measure
both of those characteristics which is quite unique.
Ultrashort pulses are highly malleable which is advantageous since their characteristics
provide a broad set of parameters for molecular interaction. For our current setup, the
pulses go through the following steps in a CEI experiment:
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1. Generation - Ti:Sappire Oscillator (Chapter 2.3)
2. Amplification - Chirped Pulse Amplification System (Chapter 2.4)
3. Compression - Self-Phase Modulation - Hollowfibre System (Chapter 3)
4. (a) Characterization - GRENOUILLE: FROG traces (Chapter 4)
(b) Coulomb Explosion - CEI (Chapter 2)
The work described in the subsequent chapters improves upon different facets of a CEI
experimental setup. The CEI apparatus saw an improvement by redesigning the mount
for its focusing mirror. The CEI data, before and after, reveal strong improvements to
the uniformity of the ion extraction field. The hollowfibre compression system is studied
and the pulse spectra results are presented in comparison to a previously published ideal
spectrum. Spectra are produced that closely approach the spectral shape of the published
result. Finally, the FROG technique was employed to characterize the hollowfibre com-
pressed pulses. However, the device consistently produced erroneous measurements. Thus,
a qualitative and quantitative methodology for assessing FROG measurements was devel-
oped. Each of the three main chapters contain an introductory background along with the
experimental designs and techniques, finally followed by a discussion of results.
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Chapter 2
Coulomb Explosion Imaging Using
Ultrashort Laser Pulses
2.1 Introduction
When the atoms of a molecule are multiply ionized, the interatomic bonds are removed
which leaves positively charged ions to repel and accelerate away from each other. The re-
pulsive Coulombic force between ions become negligible after a certain separation distance
and acceleration ceases. At this point, the ions can be modelled to have initial momenta
imparted by the Coulomb repulsion force. The momentum vectors can be used to infer the
molecule’s initial structure.
For a Coulomb explosion to take place, there must be a rapid ionization mechanism.
Furthermore, the imaging requirements put a timing constraint on the ionization mecha-
nism. If the ionization occurs on a timescale larger than that of molecular dynamics, the
resulting image will be blurred. This is analogous to the the image of a fast moving object
photographed with a slow exposure camera. In order to photograph a moving object and
avoid blur, the shutter speed of the camera (or exposure time) must be less than what is






Thus to photograph a bullet of length 1 cm and speed 1000 m/s, a shutter speed less









is required to resolve the bullet.
An ultrafast spectroscopy researcher’s favourite historical reference of fast photography
is Eadweard Muybridge’s work with horse hooves in 1872. It was an amazing accomplish-
ment for its time, considered to be a pioneering step in motion photography. Interestingly,
this work did not arise from a question in science but a debate between the then Governor
of California, Leland Stanford, and a race-horse owner. Muybridge was tasked to determine
if all four hooves of a horse are ever simultaneously off of the ground during its gallop [26].
He was a professional photographer and would use photography to answer the question.
The difficulty was that the horse was moving at quite a high speed and the hooves are
relatively small. The characteristic length of the hooves was 0.1 m and the characteristic
speed of the horse was 16.67 m/s [43]. Amazingly, Muybridge had to have a mechanical
shutter speed equal to or less than ∆t = 0.1m
16.67m/s
= 6 ms! An extraordinary feat in 1872.
He accomplished his task and the answer to the question was an astounding ‘yes’.
To produce an image of a molecule, for example diatomic Hydrogen, the required pulse
duration must be equal to or less than its vibrational period, which is 14 fs [12]. Hence
the need for few-cycle pulses.
Early CEI experiments relied on beam-foil ionization. Molecular beams of MeV energy
were directed through an atomically thin aluminum foil. Electrons of the passing molecules
will encounter a wall of electrons in the foil which will cause scattering of the molecule’s
electrons at large angles, shown in Fig. 2.1. This process will rapidly (10−16 s) strip the
molecule of its electronic bonds and induce a Coulomb explosion [27]. The constituent
ionic fragments then fly off to a detector. The geometric information of the molecule is
encapsulated in the momenta of the ions to be uncovered via classical mechanics.
Following beam-foil ionization, newer rapid ionization techniques were developed such
as highly charged ion collisions. The advent of high-intensity femtosecond laser pulses al-
lowed optics to enter the field of ultrafast spectroscopy. The controllability and stability of
ultrashort laser pulses made them excellent candidates for CEI applications. Time-resolved
studies were available using ultrashort pulses that were not available for many previous
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Figure 2.1: Visualization of beam-foil ionization. Reprinted with permission from [50].
ionization methods. One can do pump-probe experiments where the target molecule is
pumped by a laser pulse to initiate some photodynamics then probed (i.e., Coulomb ex-
ploded) by another pulse. The pump and probe pulse can be separated by delays on the
femtosecond timescale. A molecular movie can be produced by varying the delay to take
snapshots of the molecule as it evolves over time. Time evolved molecular studies can
eventually improve our understanding of many ultrafast processes such as protein-folding,
photosynthesis, DNA mutation, and liquid-phase collisions.
2.2 Ultrashort Pulses
Ultrashort pulses are extremely short bursts of coherent electromagnetic radiation. Elec-
tromagnetic radiation (i.e., light) is the propagation of mutually perpendicular oscillating
electric and magnetic fields. For continuous electromagnetic radiation, the electric field
is perpetually sinusoidal in time. Electromagnetic pulses are packets of electromagnetic
radiation that consists of a finite number of sine waves or E-field cycles. If you were able to
see an ultrashort light pulse, it would be an exceedingly thin wall or disc of light travelling
through space at light speed. The thickness of this disc of light can be described in metres
or time; the latter being the norm. The two measurements can be interchanged using the
speed of light (i.e., c = ∆d
∆t
, so the thickness of a 10 fs pulse is: ∆d = c × ∆t = c × 10−15
6
s = 3 µm).
Atoms and molecules are made up of protons and electrons. Molecules consist of atoms
which are bonded by their electrons. Chemical bonds have electric field strengths that
exceed the electric field strengths of most forms of everyday light in the human world (i.e.,
light emitted from a lamp). Ultrashort laser pulses possess extraordinarily strong electric
fields which can be attributed to their brevity in duration. Some basic physics equations
can help illustrate this.
The intensity of an ultrashort pulse is the square of the magnitude of its electric field:
I(t) = |E(t)|2 (2.2)










The power of a pulse is then calculated by dividing its total energy by its duration.
The duration of an ultrashort pulse is on the femtosecond timescale (1 fs = 10−15 s). The
brevity of pulse duration enables pulses to have extremely high peak powers if they have
sufficient energy (which they do through the amplification process - see Chapter 2.4). It
gets better. Use a focusing mirror to concentrate that power onto a tiny area and the
result is an exceedingly high intensity. The electric field then is the square root of that
intensity which is still a significantly large number. Amplified ultrashort pulses possess
electric field strengths comparable and in excess of those which bind electrons to atoms.
This gives them the ability to interact with molecules in useful ways.
2.3 Ti:Sapphire Oscillator - Ultrashort Pulse Gener-
ation
Ti:Sapphire oscillators have become the most common generators of ultrashort pulses due
to their large gain bandwidth. Ti:Sapphire is short-form for titanium-doped aluminum
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Pulse duration <12 fs
Spectral width >75 nm
Output power (avg.) >300 mW
Repetition rate 75 MHz
Pulse energy >4 nJ
Table 2.1: Oscillator specifications
oxide crystal, Ti3+:Al2O3. Ti:Sapphire oscillators generate ultrashort pulses through a
technique known as mode-locking where almost all the modes of the laser cavity oscillate
with the same initial phase and have constant phase differences. In this mode-locking
regime, the phases periodically interfere constructively to produce high-amplitude pulses
with short durations. The pulse duration τP is related to the number of cavity modes m





Ti:Sapphire is special in that it has the broadest emission bandwidth of any gain laser
gain medium and the highest number of modes on the order of 104. The result is a cavity
which can produce extremely short pulses on the femtosecond timescale. What is more
is that Ti:Sapphire crystals exhibit strong absorption within 400 nm to 600 nm, falling
very nicely in the range of the robust and reliable frequency doubled Nd:YLF or Nd:YAG
lasers. Ti:Sapphires are currently the most commonly used gain media for ultrashort
infrared pulses.
2.3.1 Oscillator Design
The specifications of our Ti:Sapphire oscillator can be found in Table 2.1. The internal
optics can be found in Fig. 2.2. The spectrum can be seen in Fig. 2.3.
2.4 Chirped Pulse Amplification System
The Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) system employs the Nobel prize winning CPA
technique [44] to add energy to the seed pulses while maintaining femtosecond timescale
duration.
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Figure 2.2: Oscillator with the roof removed to reveal the internal optics
9
Figure 2.3: The measured spectrum of the oscillator.
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Figure 2.4: Diffraction grating stretcher using positive GVD (from [42, p. 3-5])
CPA is a three step process: pulse stretching, amplification, and pulse compression.
The pulse must be stretched before amplification to reduce the peak power which prevents
damage to the crystal. After amplification, the pulse is compressed back to its original
time domain.
The oscillator pulses are fed into the Spitfire Ace CPA system through a port opening
directly to the pulse stretcher. Stretching of a pulse can be done with two diffraction
gratings such that incident light pulses are spectrally dispersed onto a second diffraction
grating which collimates the pulses but leaves them spatially spread as shown in 2.4. The
Spitfire Ace simplifies this design by using a single diffraction grating and a retroreflector
mirror which reflects the pulses back onto the grating.
Once the pulses are stretched, the peak power is significantly reduced to prevent damage
in the Ti:sapphire crystal during amplification. The pulses are directed into a pulse selector
for retention and amplification in the amplifier cavity. Since the oscillator’s repetition rate
is on the MHz scale, not every single pulse can be amplified because the timing of the
amplification process is much longer than the interval between the oscillator pulses. The
repetition rate is reduced to 1 kHz to provide ample amplification. Amplifiers need to
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Pulse duration 35 fs
Output power (avg.) 5 W
Repetition rate 1 kHz
Pulse energy >5 mJ
Beam diameter 10 mm
Central wavelength 800 nm
Table 2.2: Regenerative amplifier Spitfire Ace-35F specifications
trade repetition rate for pulse energy, i.e., the lower the repetition rate, the higher the
amplification of pulse energy. Pulse selection is done using electro-optic devices known as
Pockels cells. A Pockels cell is a crystalline material which responds to an applied voltage
and can act as a 1/4 waveplate that rotates transmitted light by 45◦. Thus, two passes
through an energized Pockels cell will rotate transmitted light by 90◦. Pulses then can be
selected from the MHz train of seed pulses with the proper timing of activating the Pockels
cell with a polarizer mirror to trap pulses of certain polarization in the amplifier cavity.
The other pulses are discarded. The pulse makes many passes through the Ti:sapphire
crystal, acquiring energy with each pass. The Nd:YLF 527 nm pump laser falls nicely
in the Ti:sapphire crystal’s absorption band which excites electrons just before the seed
pulses passes through the crystal to stimulate the emission of infrared photons. Proper
timing retains the pulses in the cavity for enough passes to saturate the gain (absorb all
of the available energy in the crystal). The compressor system works the same way as the
pulse stretcher in the opposite way.
2.4.1 CPA System Design
The CPA system is a Spitfire Ace-35F model from Spectra-Physics. The specifications are
shown in Table 2.2. The layout of the Spitfire can be seen in Fig. 2.5. The measured
spectrum can be seen in Fig. 2.6, exhibiting a central frequency of 798.8 nm and full-width
at half maximum (FWHM) of 32.8 nm.
2.5 Coulomb Explosion Imaging Principles
The workflow of a general CEI experiment can be described as follows: ultrashort pulses
are generated and shaped as desired, the pulses are characterized to ensure they posses the
desired properties, the pulses induce Coulomb explosions of molecules, the fragments are
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Figure 2.5: Schematic layout of Spitfire Ace-35F from Spectra-Physics (from [42, p. 8-1])
Figure 2.6: Measured spectrum of the Spitfire Ace with a central frequency of 798.8 nm
and full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of 32.8 nm.
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detected with position and time information which is used to infer the molecule’s initial
geometry.
Gaseous target molecules are effused into the CEI chamber, randomly bouncing around
in the chamber until they find their way into the focal volume of an ultrashort pulse. Once
they are engulfed in the volume they are rapidly stripped of electrons and their bonds
broken. The ionic fragments of the molecule then accelerate away from each other due to
the Coulomb repulsion force.







where εo is the electric permittivity of free space, q1 and q2 are point charges, and ~r1
and ~r2 are their corresponding position vectors. The electric potential energy associated
with the Coulomb force for two charges is:






The period of time from ionization until the repulsion force between each ion becomes
negligible can be referred to as the Coulomb repulsion time. During this period, the ions are
being accelerated exclusively by their mutual repulsive forces. We ignore the acceleration
due to the uniform electric field since it is negligible with respect to the Coulomb repulsion
forces. At the instant this process begins, the total energy of the system of charged ions
is in their potential energies. For example sake, let us assume a triatomic molecule was
Coulomb-exploded, the total energy at t=0 is:

















As the process progresses over time, the distance between each ion increases, causing
the electric potentials to asymptotically approach zero; the potential energies convert to
kinetic energy. At the end of the process (when the Coulomb force becomes negligible),
the total energy of the system is in the kinetic energies of the ions:
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Once the Coulomb repulsion process is over, the time-of-flight process begins where the
ions feel no Coulomb repulsion. At time zero of the time-of-flight process, the ions are
imparted initial momenta, ~p1 and ~p2 and ~p3, from the Coulomb repulsion process. Within
these momentum vectors lie all of the recoverable geometric information of the molecule





where FC is defined in Eqn. 2.6. Unfortunately Eqn. 2.12 is not invertible. Thus, if
one knows the momentum vectors for a triatomic molecular explosion, the exact geome-
try cannot be determined [51, p. 6]. CEI, then, does not explicitly measure molecular
geometries. It simply provides pertinent information subject to interpretation by some ar-
bitrary imaging algorithm. A geometry reconstruction algorithm can be used, as the name
suggests, to attempt to reconstruct the original geometry of the molecule as discussed by
Ramadhan in [36].
The three-dimensional ion momentum vectors can be determined using their measured















where q is the ion’s charge, E is the uniform electric field of the TOF spectrometer, x0
and y0 are the positions where the ion would have landed on the detector from its original
location in the absence of Coulomb repulsion (referred to as the ion’s zero positions), and
t0 is the flight time of an ion in the absence of Coulomb repulsion (known as the ion’s zero
time).
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2.6 Experimental Design and Techniques
The CEI experimental setups comprised three main components: optics, electronics, and
mechanical systems. The optical systems are described in their own sections: pulse gen-
eration (Section 2.3), pulse amplification (Section 2.4), pulse compression (Section 3), and
pulse characterization (Section 4). Electronics play a major role in the experiment, which
consist of ion trajectory control, ion detection, and data acquisition. The mechanical sys-
tems in this case are specifically referring to the CEI chamber and time-of-flight (TOF)
apparatus. This section will describe the electronic and mechanical components of the
system. Both sets of components can become quite intertwined.
The CEI chamber is a vacuum chamber which houses all of the apparatus for Coulomb
explosion measurements. High vacuum in the Coulomb explosion chamber is preferable in
order to minimize experimental noise. Thus, it must be constructed entirely of vacuum
compatible components able to take on high enough heat for vaporizing water molecules.
The vacuum chamber is constructed of stainless steel with a copper gasket seal. The roof of
the chamber has a knife edge which bites into the copper gasket when tightened, forming a
vacuum seal. A vacuum turbo pump backed by a diaphragm pump evacuates the chamber,
maintaining vacuum pressures normally at approximately 1.3× 10−10 Torr as measured by
a cold cathode gauge.
Within the vacuum chamber sits a position-sensitive time-of-flight mass spectrometer
(PSToFMS). It differs from conventional time-of-flight mass spectrometers in that it is
not only able to measure time of flight of an ion but also its position. Time and position
information is recorded as a tuple of data: (x-position, y-position, time of flight) or (x,y,t).
A PSToFMS works by accelerating ions through an electric field of known strength
toward a position- and time-sensitive detector. The time taken by each ion to the detec-
tor is dependent on its mass-to-charge ratio multiplied by an experimentally determined
proportionality constant related to the electric field and distance travelled. The time is
measured by a clock which begins when it receives a laser trigger signal and ends when the
ion is detected. The theoretical equation for time of flight can be derived as follows.
The potential energy PE experienced by a particle of charge q in a uniform electric field
with potential difference V is given by:
PE = qV






This potential energy plus the initial kinetic energy, KEi, is converted to the final
kinetic energy of the charged particle, KEf , such that,









































qEd+ KEi + to (2.16)
where to represents the time offset due to the electronics. Generally, we can ignore the
initial kinetic energy since it is negligible in comparison to the potential energy due to the
electric field.
The potential energy on C+ ion due to our typical applied voltage of 3000 V is:
PE = qV
PE = (e−)(3000V)
PE = 4.81× 10−16J
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Compared to the most probable kinetic energy of C+ at 25 °Celsius [22]:
KE = 5.39× 10−21J
Thus, the initial kinetic energy is 5 orders of magnitude smaller than the potential
energy due to the extraction field. So we can ignore the initial kinetic energy and arrive a









Ions can be identified using a calibration technique described in Chapter 2.7.1 where√
2d
E
becomes a proportionality constant.
The position of the ion is detected with a position sensitive detector (PSD). The PSD
consists of a microchannel plate (MCP) coupled to a position sensitive anode known as a
modified backgammon method with weighted capacitors (MBWC) anode [28]. The MCP
receives an ion which initially produces a small number of electrons eventually amplifying
into a cascade of electrons through its multiplying mechanism. The barrage of electrons
is then cast upon the position sensitive anode which produces an electrical signal to four
of its output ports on each corner. The signal strength of each port receives depends on
its proximity to the electron barrage, i.e., the closer the cloud of electrons, the stronger
the signal. Thus, a ratio of signal strengths can be taken to determine the position of the
electron barrage on an x-y axis as shown in Fig. 2.7.
The PSToFMS has two main components: the extraction region and the detector. The
extraction region is the stack of charged metallic plates which are separated equidistantly.
Its function is to provide a uniform electric field to send ions to the detector (Fig. 2.8).
The uniform electric field is generated by applying a voltage across the extraction region.
Uniformity is achieved by ensuring equal spacing between plates and equally decrementing
the voltage in magnitude from one end of the stack to the other end. Voltage is decremented
using identical resistors between each metallic plate to create a voltage divider circuit.
Equidistant spacing is done by using precision-cut identical Teflon spacers between each
plate. The detector of course functions to measure the time and position of the ionic
fragments. In normal operation, the detector sits atop the extraction region. Both the
detector and stack of plates have sets of four holes which allow four threaded rods to
be passed through them. The four rods are suspended from the top of the CEI vacuum
chamber and the TOF spectrometer can be fastened to them. Teflon material was selected
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Figure 2.7: MCP with 4 signal. Reprinted from [29] with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 2.8: Visualization of the ion time-of-flight process after a Coulomb explosion in the
TOF spectrometer.
for mounting and spacing since it is a great insulator with high heat resistance and vacuum
compatibility. The PSToFMS can be seen in Fig. 2.9.
A parabolic focusing mirror is mounted onto the TOF stack to ionize molecules at the
cross-sectional centre of the extraction region (looking from above). The Teflon mount sits
between two plates. See Section 2.8 for discussion on the mirror mount.
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Figure 2.9: The TOF spectrometer oriented upside down as compared to normal operation.
Each metallic plate (electrode) is separated by equally thick Teflon spacers. The stack is
suspended from the flange by four threaded rods. There is a cutout to make the parabolic
focusing mirror accessible to the laser beam. The resistor chain acts as a voltage divider
circuit for the electrodes.
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2.7 Experimental Data Acquisition and Analysis
The ion MCP discussed in Section 2.6 has 4 output signals that are detected by the DAQ
system. These 4 signals provide position information about the ion by analyzing their
ratios. The signals occur at the same time, so they are time stamped to provide time of
flight information. An example of the signals that the DAQ system receives can be seen
in Fig. 2.10. There is a single step in each of the signals indicating the detection of a
single ion. The ratios of the signals determine its position (x,y), and the time of the signal
step indicates the ion time of flight (t). Thus a tuple of data can be extracted for each
ion with x-position, y-position, and time of flight: (x,y,t). Tuples are only recorded if all
ions detected for a single laser pulse corresponds to the same molecule (i.e., if an H+ ion
and an Ar+ ion is detected for a single laser shot, they could not have come from the
same molecule, so the tuples are discarded). This is done by running the data through a
coincidence algorithm developed by Wales et al. in [53]. Thus, not every laser shot will
produce coincidence data since a single pulse may ionize more than one molecule.
2.7.1 Time-of-flight Histogram
A time-of-flight spectrum can be produced by plotting a histogram of flight times for all
of the detected ions as shown in Fig. 2.14 and 2.15.
Ion Time-of-Flight Calibration










. Thus, we have an equation of a line (using more common notation, it
is in y = mx+ b form) where k is the slope of the line and to is the y-intercept. If we know
two points on this line, we can determine k and to. This requires some simple intuition
and a small amount of CEI experience. Looking at Fig. 2.15, it should be understood
that the lightest element will have the shortest time, hence the first peak must be H+.
The experiment was done using CO2, so the highest peak must correspond to CO
+
2 since
its relative pressure will be very high in comparison to the background ions. Thus we
can obtain two points from Fig. 2.15 each with a time and a mass-to-charge ratio. These
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Figure 2.10: Sig waveform showing 4 detection signals (bottom) and their sum (blue
signal, top).
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graph. The equation of the line can then be
determined using basic geometrical mathematics, i.e., the slope k and y-intercept to from
equation 2.18 determined. One can pick out peaks from the TOF spectrum and guess the
ionic species (the mass-to-charge ratio) and plot the point using equation 2.18 to see if
it falls on the line. If it falls perfectly on the line, the guess of mass-to-charge ratio was
right. Intuition is sometimes involved to determine the ionic species since a single mass-
to-charge ratio may correspond to more than one ionic species (i.e., O+2 and S
+ both have
a mass-to-charge ratio of 32). This technique is used in Section 2.8.1.
A peak identification algorithm was made using this method where the calibration line
is calculated based on two TOF inputs of peaks with known mass-to-charge ratios and
likely ionic species are plotted on the TOF histogram to conveniently indicate the source
of the peak. The code can be found in Appendix F.3.
2.8 TOF Spectrometer Modification
As part of the CEI imaging apparatus, a focusing mirror is required. The mirror can be
mounted in various ways. In our apparatus it is mounted directly onto the TOF stack.
In this case the mirror becomes part of the stack and needs to be electrically biased just
like the metallic plates to ensure a uniform E-field. The mirror is an aluminum coated
parabolic focusing type. The mirror must be placed in a mount that can fit between
the two neighbouring plates. The difficulty in proper mounting of the mirror is that the
extremely thin aluminum coating must be electrified. The aluminum coating is a thin
layer on a concave parabolic face of a cylindrical piece of glass. There is no access to the
aluminum coating from behind the mirror (i.e., a hole cannot be drilled through the glass
to access the aluminum from the inside since it is extremely thin). The only way to charge
the coating is on its mirror face. This presents many problems since it is very sensitive to
damage and the laser beam must not be obstructed lest it affect the focal properties.
The single analytical tool used to assess the performance of the PSToFMS before and
after the TOF modification is the width of the peaks of the TOF histogram. Eqn. 2.16






q∆E∆d+ ∆KEi + ∆to (2.19)
where ∆E represents the homogeneity of the electric field, ∆d is the spatial distribution
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of ionization, ∆KEi is the initial kinetic energy distribution, and ∆to is the distribution of
time offsets due to the electronics.
The spatial distribution is dependent on the laser and focal parameters of the mirror,
the initial kinetic energy distribution is dependent on the target molecule and its thermal
energy, and the time offset distribution is dependent intrinsically on the electronics. The
homogeneity of the electric field will be affected by geometry of the electrodes in the TOF
spectrometer. Since all of the other uncertainties are independent of the TOF spectrometer
modifications, only the homogeneity of the electric field, ∆E, will be affected. If we are
able to keep all of the experimental conditions constant for both experiments with the
exception of the changes due to the TOF spectrometer modification, the only change to
the TOF peak widths will be due to ∆E.
Prior to Mirror Mount Modification
Fig. 2.11 shows what the mirror mount looked like prior to modification. The wing part
of it (the slab of Teflon behind the square-shaped mirror holder) is the piece which fits in
between the two adjacent metallic plates. Its thickness was found to be larger than the
spacers used in the stack. This caused an asymmetry in the spacing of the plates where
the mirror was mounted, shown in Fig. 2.12. Such an asymmetry will certainly warp the
otherwise isotropic electric field of the extraction area. The time-of-flight data will then
be affected.
The TOF spectrum exhibited abnormally wide peaks as compared to usual TOF peaks
produced by the same experimental setup. The assumption is that the wide peaks are a
direct result of the large time-spread due to a non-uniform electric field. The warping of
the field most certainly must be a result of the deformed TOF stack, but also could have
been due in part to the mirror not being electrified continuously. The electrification of
the mirror was done by placing two copper beryllium contacts on either side of the mirror,
which was wired rather crudely through the Teflon mount to the resistor circuit. Upon
removing the mount, the mirror setup was tested for electrical continuity (i.e., to test if
the copper beryllium electrodes making proper contact with the surface of the aluminum
coating such that the mirror is electrically charged). The mirror electrification was found
to be unstable, sometimes it was charged and sometimes it was not, due to the shaky
electrodes. Mis-charging of the mirror would have played a part in warping the extraction
E-field.
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Figure 2.11: Mirror mount prior to modification
Figure 2.12: Overly thick mirror mount causing the metallic plates to bend outward.
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Mirror Mount Modification
The new mirror mount sought to fulfill the following requirements:
1. Fix the spacing problem that caused the deformation of the TOF stack
2. Position the mirror so that the focal point of the laser is at the cross-sectional centre
of the extraction field
3. Electrify the mirror with a more stable assembly
The new mirror mount design can be seen in Fig. 2.13. The mount consisted of two
main components; the mirror holder and the Teflon wing. The wing acted both as a spacer
for the metallic plates and an anchor for the mirror holder.
The spacing problem is easily fixed by precision machining the thickness of Teflon wing
to match that of the rest of spacers in TOF assembly. The wing extended across the entire
length of the metallic plates. This prevented the bending issue that occurred with the
previous design where the spacer part was too thick and only spread a small proportion at
the centre, causing the plates to bend outward. The wing had a backing that was fastened
firmly against the side of the TOF stack.
The sturdier design facilitated more robust contact points for the electrodes on the
mirror. Curved shaped copper beryllium electrodes were used to better fit the curvature
of the mirror. The assembly was designed to be tolerant to heat since the TOF apparatus
has to be regularly baked to remove condensed water. Heating and cooling will cause the
materials to expand and contract. The electrodes had a slot in them such that it can fit
around a screw which would hold it firmly in place. Thin screws had to be used since there
was not much Teflon material surrounding the mirror. The electrodes had to be small
enough to avoid any chance of a short-circuit by contacting the adjacent metallic plates.
There need only be a single electrode making contact with the mirror, the other electrode
is there as a back-up. Two holes were made on either side so that a wire could be fed
from the back of the wing to the front of the mirror holder. The screws which clamped
the electrodes to the mirror, have heads with small holes in them to allow the wires to
be hooked to them. This created a more robust assembly to electrify the mirror with less
chance of mis-charging.
Number 2 is also quite straight forward. The focal length of the mirror is 5 cm, so the
surface of the mirror must be fixed 5 cm away from the centre of the extraction field. The
wing was machined precisely so that it would set the mirror at the correct distance.
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Figure 2.13: Autocad design for the new mirror mount.
2.8.1 Results
Two experiments were done, one before the TOF modification and one after. The exper-
imental conditions which were the same for both experiments were: target molecule of
CO2, pulse energy, pulse polarization, chamber pressure, and applied voltage on both the
extraction region and ion MCP. The conditions which differed were: the changes due to
the TOF modification and an apparent difference in relative pressure which will be pointed
out.
The TOF histogram from before and after the TOF modification is shown in Figs. 2.14
and 2.15, respectively. By inspection, it is clearly observed that the peaks after the TOF
modification are considerably narrower than before. The left-most peak in both plots must
be H+ since it is the lightest ion and will have the shortest flight time. The right-most peak
must be CO+2 since it has the highest signal as it should since it was the target molecule
and therefore had the highest relative pressure (other than H+ in Fig. 2.14). These peak
identifications were confirmed by the calibration method described in Chapter 2.7.1 using
the peak identification algorithm in Appendix F.3. There is clearly more background ions
in Fig. 2.14. This was likely due to a leak in CO2 supply which allowed more background
ions into the chamber. This cannot have an effect on the the KER or ion space distribution.
The only affect it could have on the electronics is saturation of the detector, however this
was not the case upon inspection of the detector signal waveforms. There is a possibility
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Figure 2.14: TOF histogram obtained using the mirror mount prior to modification.
that the alignment of the laser on the focusing mirror was different in both experiments
which would affect the time spread due to the ion space distribution ∆tspace. The intensity
of the focus is dependent on the alignment of the laser and the shape of the focal volume of
the pulses are dependent on intensity [10]. However, before each CEI experiment, a precise
alignment technique (described in Appendix F.1) was carried out to minimize any change
in alignment.
Since all the conditions were kept as similar as possible between both experiments, the
changes in the TOF peak widths must be exclusively due to the changes to the geometry
of the TOF spectrometer. The flight times were much shorter for the ions after the TOF
modification. We can make sense of this if we assume the mirror was not being electrified
prior to the modification which was highly supported by the testing that was done and
discussed earlier. If this was the case, there would have been a strong decrease in electric
field strength in the region proximal to the mirror. Thus the ions may have drifted for a
period of time before being accelerated by the full-strength extraction field. The problem
may have been compounded by the asymmetrical metallic plates from Fig. 2.12 which
would have weakened the electric field in that region due to its larger spacing at the centre
caused by the overly thick mirror mount.
We can calculate ∆t for both TOF plots and compare them. We will look at the CO+2
peaks since they are from the target molecule.
The FWHM of the peak before the TOF modification is calculated:
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Figure 2.15: TOF histogram obtained using the newly modified mirror mount. The peaks
are much more distinguishable than the TOF histogram in Fig. 2.14.
The max signal of the CO+2 peak is 1652, giving a half-max of 826.
∆t = tright(826)− tleft(826)
= 1048− 1012 ns
= 36 ns
And the FWHM of the peak after the modification:
The max signal of the CO+2 peak is 12094, giving a half-max of 6047.
∆t = tright(6047)− tleft(6047)
= 480− 472 ns
= 8 ns
Therefore the CO+2 peak after the modification is 77% narrower than the peak before




We can calculate the time of flight difference for CO+2 between both TOF histograms.
For complete comparison, the calibration line from the method described in 2.7.1 needs to
be calculated for both TOF histograms.
For the TOF histogram prior to modification, we use Eqn. 2.18 and the most probable
time of flight (centre of peak) for H+ and CO+2 .
The most probable time for H+ is 202 ns and for CO+2 is 1030 ns.











Rearrange and set both equal to k:








And solve for to:
to = 0.00147
Then solve for k:







We can do the same calculation for the TOF histogram after modification. It exhibits
most probable times of flight for H+ and CO+2 of 142 ns and 476 ns, respectively, resulting







Figure 2.16: The calibration lines for the TOF histograms from prior to and after TOF
the spectrometer modification. The most probable times for ionic species are plotted on
the line.
The calibration line plots for both TOF histograms are shown in 2.16.
A ratio of both calibration equations can be taken. We can use the most probable



















where, told and tnew are respectively the old and new arrival time of CO
+
2 ,
t′o and to are respectively the old and new time offsets,















Since all variables were kept constant except for the electric field,













× 100% = 60% faster
which also means there is an increase in the strength of electric field. We can use the
following formula to show this percentage difference:
E − E ′
E ′
× 100%
which shows the percentage change from the old electric field to the new electric field.























E − E ′
E ′
= 5.13
E − E ′
E ′
× 100% = 513%
Thus, there is a 513% increase in the average strength of the electric field following
modifications done to the TOF spectrometer.
Since the homogeneity of the ion extraction field is wholly dependent on the geometry
of the TOF spectrometer, its improvement is a direct result of the the modifications done
to the TOF spectrometer. The TOF peak width of CO+2 narrowed from 36 ns to 8 ns in
the new TOF spectrometer. The most probable arrival time of CO+2 shortened from 976
ns to 394 ns (accounting for the time offset) indicating a 60% decrease. This decrease in






In Section 2.3 it was alluded to that the Ti:Sapphire crystal in the oscillator was an excel-
lent gain medium for ultrashort pulses due to its particularly broad emission bandwidth.
Indeed, there is a direct relationship between pulse duration and frequency bandwidth.
For a Gaussian-shaped pulse, the temporal FWHM (∆t) of the the pulse’s intensity func-






This inequality states that the product of the two is constrained in the lower limit to
0.441. When a Gaussian pulse’s TBP is 0.441 it is said to be bandwidth-limited. A more
general version of the TBP is,
∆ν∆t > K (3.2)
where K depends on the shape of the pulse.
A bandwidth-limited pulse is as short as it can possibly be given its spectral bandwidth.
According to Eqn. 3.2, the temporal width can be decreased only by increasing the spectral
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width. However, broadening the pulse’s spectrum does not automatically guarantee a
shorter pulse, it simply grants the opportunity to achieve a shorter pulse. Pulse compression
then relies upon a spectral broadening mechanism to yield a nonbandwidth-limited pulse
followed by a compressive operation to approach the bandwidth-limit.
Hollowfibre compression is a technique whereby a hollow core fibre exploits nonlinear
optical effects to spectrally broaden pulses followed by a re-phasing operation to compress
the pulses to the bandwidth limit. Specific to our setup, the hollow core fibre is filled with
Argon gas to provide a nonlinear optical medium, and the compressive optical setup is a
sequence of ‘chirped’ mirrors.
As a pulse propagates through a nonlinear optical medium it is mainly affected by two
phenomena: group velocity dispersion (GVD) and self-phase modulation (SPM) [37, p.
175]. It is well known in nonlinear optics that the refractive index of a nonlinear medium
is dependent on the intensity of a pulse, such that,




where n is the nonlinear refractive index and I(~r, t) is the light intensity with spatial
and time dependencies. The intensity distribution in space is responsible for the Kerr lens
effect, which in fact is central to the modelocking process in Ti:Sapphire crystals discussed
in Section 2.3. The intensity distribution in time changes the nonlinear index in such a way
to bring about changes in the frequency spectrum of a propagating pulse. To understand
this phenomenon we can introduce an equation for a propagating pulse in nonlinear media:







where E0 is the electric field amplitude and ω0 is the central frequency. The phase can
be defined as:
Φ(t) = ω0t− kx (3.6)












The second term in Eqn. 3.7 describes how much the frequency changes with respect to











Thus, we can see that new frequency components (modulations) are created in the pulse
envelope as it propagates through a nonlinear medium. This is the process of SPM. GVD
plays an important role as well. Any pulse propagating through a transparent medium
suffers dispersive effects. Positive GVD is applied to the new frequency components as they
propagate, in other words they are positively chirped (redder in the leading edge, bluer
in the trailing edge). Since the pulse is chirped, meaning the frequency is not constant
with time (see Fig. 3.1), it is a nonbandwidth-limited pulse. It must be rephased so that
the bluer components can ‘catch-up’ to the redder components to achieve a flat phase
thereby being a bandwidth-limited pulse (maximally compressed). A dispersive optical
setup must be used to apply a negative GVD to compensate for positive GVD acquired
during propagation. This is done by ensuring the red-shifted components have a longer
optical path than the blue-shifted, thus allowing all of the frequency components to arrive in
phase. Chirped mirrors can be used for this task which are multilayered to reflect different
frequencies at different depths [25]. This can be followed by a pair of silica wedges which
can be finely adjusted to vary the thickness of silica traversed by the pulse. The chirped
mirrors may apply too much negative GVD, so the silica wedges will provide a tunable
amount of positive GVD to compensate.
3.2 Experimental Design and Techniques
The pulses are steered through a polarization-changing periscope, half-wave plate, a fo-
cusing lens of 1 m focal length, two beam-steering mirrors, before finally entering the
hollowfibre chamber. The chamber is constructed of plastic and sealed by rubber gaskets.
The windows of the chamber are silica with the incident window angled downwards to
avoid damage to the optical components due to back reflection. The hollow core fibre is a
hollowed 1 m silica fibre with a 250 µm inner diameter. It sits inside the chamber atop an
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Figure 3.1: Linearly chirped pulse with positive GVD
aluminum cylinder with a wedge cutout. The entire chamber sits on two x-y translation
stages, one to control the front of the chamber and the other to control the back. A copper
tubing gas line is threaded into the top of the chamber for pressure control. The gas line
is connected to a vacuum pump and an Argon gas cylinder. The hollowfibre compressor
setup can be seen in Fig. 3.2.
The chamber is filled with Argon gas of certain pressures to create a nonlinear optical
medium for the pulses. Pulses of 1 mJ are focused at the entrance of the hollow core fibre
where the nonlinear processes are set to begin, then exit to be incident upon a germanium
plate. The germanium plate is set at the Brewster angle which will allow power control
from the half wave plate: the germanium plate will only reflect vertically polarized light
where the proportion of vertical polarization is controlled by rotating the half wave plate.
This scheme is an effective way to control power since the SPM process is polarization-
independent and thus not affected by the rotation of the half-wave plate. The pulses out of
the hollow fibre are diverging since they were initially focused down by a 1 m focal length
lens prior to entry. The pulses are re-collimated by a 1 m focal length lens then directed
through a sequence of chirped mirrors to compress the pulses. After the chirped mirrors,
the pulses go through 2 silica wedges that sit on translation stages, allowing for fine-tuned
GVD compensation of the pulses. The final output is a train of pulses which are desired
to be bandwidth-limited pulses of much shorter duration than the input pulses.
The spectrometer used was a USB4000 model, manufactured by Ocean Optics. The
USB4000 exhibited a loss of detection efficiency as it approached 900 nm. This resulted in
some ambiguity in the actual signal intensity near 900 nm.
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Figure 3.2: Experimental setup of the hollowfibre compressor system.
3.3 Results
The hollow core fibre employed in our experiment was provided by Femtolasers who pub-
lished their spectral broadening results [11]. Their ideal spectral broadening test result
is shown in Fig. 3.3. Naturally, a reasonable goal was to reproduce this spectrum as
accurately as possible.
The two main parameters for the hollowfibre pulse outputs were: the compressor posi-
tion in the Spitfire Ace and the pressure in the hollowfibre chamber. The input energy was
kept constant at approximately 1 mJ. The output was also quite sensitive to alignment of
the laser and the hollow core fibre, which is not necessarily considered a parameter since
it cannot be defined by a single metric but certainly had an effect on the spectrum. The
main objective for alignment was to maximize the transmission power while ensuring the
output mode was the fundamental mode, the latter being of higher importance.
In order to best match the reference spectrum, an experiment was done to analyze
the pressure dependence on spectral width and modulations. For each spectrum taken at
a different pressure, the hollowfibre was tuned to an optimized alignment such that the
fundamental mode was found. The fundamental mode was increasingly difficult to obtain
as the pressure increased. While the pressure affected the spectral width and the number
of modulations, the compressor position in the Spitfire Ace had the greatest effect on the
spectral profile of the pulses. The compressor in the Spitfire Ace was scanned in both
directions until a position was found which produced a spectral profile that best mimicked
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Figure 3.3: Ideal spectral broadening result from [11]
the reference spectrum. The set of spectra is shown in Fig. 3.4 with the pressures and
compressor position labelled. The bandwidth and pressure values are tabulated and plotted
in Fig. 3.5. The number of modulations and pressure values are tabulated and plotted in
Fig. 3.6.
The reference spectrum exhibits 6 modulations and has a bandwidth at full base ranging
from approximately 550 nm - 950 nm. Upon inspection of the spectra shown in Fig. 3.4 and
analysis of the bandwidth and number of modulations from Fig. 3.5 and 3.6, respectively,
it is apparent that the optimal pressure range is 353 Torr to 760 Torr. Thus, we home in
on this range of pressures and fine-tune the parameters.
The closest matching spectra to the reference spectrum were produced at 379 Torr.
Fig. 3.7 shows the two closest matching spectra, also overlaid on the reference spectrum
for comparison.
It is shown that the spectra which best match the reference spectrum from Femtolasers
are produced at an optimal pressure of 379 Torr with a compressor position range from
8000 to 8200. The degree of agreement was determined by comparing the bandwidth
and number of modulations of the obtained spectra with the reference spectrum. The
number of modulations increased with pressure. The spectral profile of the hollowfibre
outputs are strongly correlated with the compressor position of the Spitfire Ace. The
compressor position will change the amount of GVD that the pulses have prior to entering
the hollowfibre system. The compression results can only be analyzed by simulation or by
experimental pulse characterization which is discussed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.4: Series of spectra with varying pressure and by varying the compressor position
of the Spitfire Ace.
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Figure 3.5: Table (left) and plot (right) of bandwidth vs. pressure.
Figure 3.6: Table (left) and plot (right) of the number of modulations vs. pressure.
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Figure 3.7: (a) and (b) show the two closest matching spectra to the reference spectrum.
(c) and (d) show the spectra from (a) and (b), respectively, overlaid on the reference
spectrum for comparison. The spectrum in (a) spans from approximately 600 nm to 900
nm and exhibits 6 modulations. The spectrum in (b) spans from approximately 540 nm





The purpose of ultrashort pulses with respect to this thesis is to measure properties of
molecules and study their dynamics. They are tools for molecular imaging. If they are
going to be used as tools we ought to know as much about their properties as possible
before we begin an experiment. CEI experimenters are generally most concerned about
pulse length since it is the most important factor, however the phase can certainly have an
effect on the the CEI results [58].
How ever the measurement is made, how can we be confident that the results are
accurate? For many measurement techniques, there do not exist robust validation methods
to check the results. The frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) measurement (which
encompasses a host of setups that produce a FROG trace) is one of the few methods in
which independent checks exist to validate the results.
Ultrashort pulses are among the shortest events that have been created and controlled
by humans. Their brevity in duration allow them to measure processes which occur on
extremely short timescales. So how can we measure the measurer? In order to measure
anything, one needs something which is finer in scale than the sample. For example, if we
would like to measure the time duration of a single year on earth, we need something which
has an event time shorter than a year. We can use the number of times a full moon appears,
12. To determine the periodicity of full moons, we can count the number of sun rises, then
count, say, the number of pendulum swings between sun rises and so on. Galileo famously
used his heartbeat to time events with a temporal resolution close to 0.1 seconds [49, p.
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3]. Modern timing devices utilize fast electronic processes to achieve timing accuracy on
the picosecond (10−12 s) time scale. Eventually we arrive at an extremely short event: an
ultrashort pulse. There really aren’t any shorter events in our control, or else we would be
using those events instead of ultrashort pulses. The only possible approach is to use the
pulse to measure itself. And this is exactly how ultrashort pulse lengths are measured. The
most common technique to date where the pulse measures itself is the autocorrelator. It is
a fairly simple technique which produces limited information of which is not independently
verifiable. The researcher does not necessarily know if the pulse length measurement is
truly accurate. Also, the autocorrelator does not measure the phase of the pulse. The
FROG technique, however, is much more informative and can be independently verified.
Encapsulated in a FROG trace is all of the pertinent information of a pulse: intensity and
phase versus frequency, and intensity and phase versus time.
Rick Trebino, one of the inventors of the FROG, has an entire, very well written book
dedicated to this topic [49]. Much of these descriptions closely follow the subject of the
book.
In Section 2.2, it was mentioned that only the electric field of the pulses are considered
in this thesis. Even though we may have simplified the full description of electromag-
netic waves by only considering the electric field, still the electric field can be a rather
unnecessarily complicated function of space and time for our purposes. We can further
simplify things by ignoring the spatial and vectorial properties of the pulse and express the
E-field as a scalar with only the temporal dependencies. Thus, we can write the temporal





I(t)eiωt−φ(t) + c.c. (4.1)
where I(t) is the intensity (
√
I(t) then is the electric field magnitude), ωt is the carrier
wave, φ(t) is the phase, and “c.c.” is the complex conjugate.
We can take Trebino’s approach and the approach of many other books by taking what
is known as the analytical signal approximation by ignoring the complex conjugate term




This greatly simplifies the expression for the pulse electric field and the mathematics
required while retaining its temporal characteristics. The expression is in time-space but





where S(ω) is the power spectrum and φ(ω) is the spectral phase.
Thus, in order to obtain a pulse’s electric field, which would in turn allow us to com-
pletely characterize it, we can do it in either of two ways:
1. For Eqn. 4.2 we work in time-space and determine the pulse intensity I(t) and phase
φ(t)
2. For Eqn. 4.3 we work in frequency-space and determine the spectrum S(ω) and
spectral phase φ(ω)
So what sort of devices can be conceived to characterize pulses? And how many of
which are capable of completely characterizing pulses temporally; that is, how many can
return the pulse electric field as defined in Eqn. 4.2?
In the frequency domain, the main device is the spectrometer, which does an excellent
job of measuring pulse spectra. Unfortunately they cannot tell us the spectral phase. Nor
can the spectral phase be retrieved from the spectrum in combination with additional
constraints[49, p. 63]. In the time domain there is the intensity autocorrelator which is
examined in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the FROG is discussed which has proven to be
one of the most powerful characterization techniques yet.
The autocorrelation method and FROG method to be described rely on a process of
second harmonic generation (SHG). SHG is a nonlinear optical effect and a purely quantum-
mechanical process where two photons of the same frequency ω are destroyed while a single
photon of double the frequency, 2ω, is simultaneously created.
4.2 Single-Shot Autocorrelator
The single-shot autocorrelator system measures the width of a pulse by transforming its
temporal information to measurable spatial information. The first demonstration of this
was by Salin et al. [39] which was based on the theoretical framework laid out by Jansky
et al. [21]. The idea is to use a 50/50 beamsplitter to produce two identical pulses which
are set to cross each other in a nonlinear crystal to produce an image of the crystal at the
second-harmonic frequency, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The image can be measured by a simple






where τ is the delay. Both of the pulses must be incident on the crystal at a large angle
from either side. The SH signal will be produced wherever the pulses coincide spatially
and temporally. When both pulses traverse the crystal, certain parts of each pulse will
arrive earlier or later than the other; the difference in time between each pulse is the delay.
The centre of both pulses arrive at the exact same time, thus corresponding to zero delay.
This process is nicely depicted in Fig. 4.2. The SHG signal is cast upon the photodetector;
the autocorrelation signal is most intense at the position where the centres of both pulses
coincide, then the signal falls off in space. The spatial image can then be converted to
temporal information using a calibration technique. The calibration is done by adding a
micrometre delay stage to one of the replica beams. As the delay is varied, the SHG image
of the crystal will scan across the photodetector. You can then take the known distance

















Since the autocorrelation is in time-space, we need the intensity and phase vs. time
to completely characterize the pulse. The problem here is that the intensity cannot be
uniquely determined from the autocorrelation Eqn. 4.4 [46]. Thus, an autocorrelation
is clearly proportional to, and can provide some measure of, pulse length but there is
ambiguity since it cannot uniquely yield the intensity function I(t). In addition, any
experimental error that the autocorrelator suffers is difficult to identify since there exists no
independent checks to validate the measurement other than the requirement of symmetry
[38] along the delay axis and that it does not violate the TBP inequality [46].
The autocorrelator can be quite effective when it is used to relatively measure the
pulse width as a function of compressor position rather than absolutely measure the pulse
width. If the autocorrelation becomes narrower when the compressor position of the CPA
system is adjusted, one can be quite sure that the pulse width has become shorter with the
new compressor position. The optimal compressor position can then be found by simply
adjusting it to produce an autocorrelation function as narrow as possible.
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Figure 4.1: Autocorrelator diagram
Figure 4.2: Visualization of a single-shot autocorrelation (from [49]).
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Figure 4.3: Autocorrelation result with the spatial image on the left and the retrieved
intensity function I(t) on the right. The temporal FWHM was measured as 38 fs.
4.2.1 Experimental Design and Techniques
The autocorrelator system was in an interferometric setup with a delay stage. The incident
pulses are split in equal parts by a 50/50 beamsplitter (diagram shown in Fig. 4.1). The
transmitted pulse strikes a mirror and reflects to a Type I BBO crystal. The reflected pulse
goes through a delay stage before being reflected towards the BBO crystal. Both pulses are
crossed at a large angle in the crystal, a requirement for single-shot autocorrelation. The
image of the crystal in the second-harmonic is cast upon a photodetector. The width of
the image is shown in pixels which can be counted by any software, in this case, LabView.
4.2.2 Results
The FWHM of the intensity function which was retrieved from the autocorrelation was 38
fs, shown in Fig. 4.3.
The requirement of symmetry along the delay axis is fulfilled and the TBP inequality
is not violated, shown below.
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(800×10−9 m)2 × 28.8 × 10
−9 m = 12.6 THz and the measured pulse width from Fig. 4.3 is
38 fs, giving us:
12.6× 1012 Hz × 38× 10−15 s = 0.479 > 0.441
This was the shortest pulse width that was obtained as the compressor position in the
Spitfire Ace was scanned. The retrieved intensity function is not guaranteed to be unique.
4.3 GRENOUILLE: FROG Trace
Frequency-resolved optical gaating was first developed by Kane and Trebino in 1993 [23].
The FROG trace is a three dimensional plot with frequency on the y-axis, delay on the
x-axis, and intensity depicted as a heat map. It effectively measures the spectrogram of
the pulse. It is the pulse’s spectrum vs. delay (in comparison to the autocorrelator: signal
energy vs. delay) with intensity information on a heat map.
The spectrogram (also called sonograph in some fields) is an age-old plotting technique
used in many fields, especially in acoustics such as music, speech recognition, sonar re-
search, and even seismology. Spectrograms display the frequency of a signal as it evolves
over time with a heat map to depict intensity. The electric field, E(t), as defined in
Eqn. 4.2, can be completely determined from the spectrogram with the exception of a few
insignificant ambiguities [49, p. 102].
A spectrogram can be generated by gating the frequency spectrum of a signal as time
or delay is varied. Music spectrograms use an electronic gate signal which is much shorter
in duration than the music signal to generate a spectrogram. As discussed earlier, we know
that there is no gate which is shorter than the ultrashort pulse, so we must use the pulse to
gate itself; just like the autocorrelator. The FROG trace then is really a spectrally resolved
autocorrelation signal. We can refer to the spectrogram of the pulse as a FROG trace.
The FROG signal intensity at each point on the heat map is a function of two variables:
frequency and delay. A visualization of how a FROG trace is generated is shown in Fig.
4.4. A gate function is scanned across the pulse waveform where the spectrum is computed
for each gated portion. The end result is a two-dimensional plot with spectra vs. delay.
The E-field contains all of the information for complete temporal characterization of
the pulse. With E(t) we can use Eqn. 4.2 to determine intensity vs. time,
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Figure 4.4: A visualization of how a FROG trace is generated. A gate function is scanned
across the pulse waveform where the spectrum is computed for each gated portion (the
depiction on the left is from [49, p. 102]).
I(t) = |E(t)|2 (4.5)







From Eqn. 4.3 we know we can express the E-field in frequency space and thus can
retrieve the spectrum by,
S(ω) =
∣∣∣Ẽ(ω)∣∣∣2 (4.7)







Since the FROG is a spectrally resolved autocorrelation signal, the experimental setup
required to produce a FROG trace will include some type of autocorrelation. Indeed,
there are many ways to produce a FROG trace, each of them will use a different type
of autocorrelator. The GRENOUILLE (GRating-Eliminated No-nonsense Observation of
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of a non-collinear SHG FROG (from [49, p. 126])
Ultrafast Laser Light E-fields, interestingly is also the French word for “frog”) uses an
SHG autocorrelator (Figure 4.5) setup which operates single shot.
Typical FROG apparatus consists of an autocorrelator and a spectrometer. The ap-
paratus for an autocorrelator is required, which consists of a beam splitter, delay stage,
focusing lens, thin SHG crystal, along with a spectrometer (shown in Fig. 4.5). It requires
multiple shots, where a spectrum is recorded at each delay to create a set of spectra plotted
against a varied delay - a FROG trace.
The GRENOUILLE seeks to significantly simplify things while retaining all of the
capability of a traditional FROG. The GRENOUILLE is touted as one of the simplest pulse
characterization devices. The beamsplitter, delay line, and focusing lens is replaced by a
single optic: a Fresnel biprism. The thin SHG crystal is unintuitively replaced by a thick
SHG crystal which eliminates the need for the spectrometer. This radical simplification
does not lead to any loss of capability of a traditional FROG. In fact, the GRENOUILLE
is one of the more sensitive devices since the SHG signal scales with crystal thickness. The
general layout of elements which comprise a GRENOUILLE can be seen in Fig. 4.6
The Fresnel biprism is convenient in that it splits an incident collimated beam into two
beamlets and sets the transmitted beamlets on beam paths that are angled towards each
other such that they are destined to cross at some point in space as can be seen in Fig. 4.8.
The SHG crystal can be set such that the beams cross within the crystal. As described
in Section 4.2, when two pulses cross at a large angle in a crystal, a single shot SHG
autocorrelation signal is produced. In this way, the beamsplitter and delay stage are no
longer needed since the biprism splits the beam into two beamlets and the delay is provided
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Figure 4.6: Optical layout of GRENOUILLE apparatus (from [49, p. 231])
by the large angle crossing of the pulses. The beam combining optic (the focusing lens) is
not required either since the two beamlets are set to cross after transmitting through the
biprism.
The thick SHG crystal has two useful properties, it can act as a nonlinear spectrometer
[2, 4] and it produces stronger SH signals than thinner crystals [33]. Thus, the thick SHG
crystal will simultaneously produce a single shot autocorrelation and disperse the spectrum
with reasonable resolution compared to conventional spectrometers [4]. The resulting signal
can be cast upon an photodetector to produce an image of frequency on one axis vs. the
single shot SHG autocorrelation signal on the other axis; all with intensity information
measured by the photodetector the same way it measures any autocorrelation signal. Thus
it produces a spectrogram equivalent to an SHG FROG trace but with higher sensitivity.
Dithering Crystal
The downfall of the especially thick crystal is that is has a narrow bandwidth. Thin crystals
have wider bandwidths since the nonlinear-optical phase-matching bandwidth is inversely
proportional to the crystal thickness [32].
An extremely short pulse (i.e., sub-15 fs), must, courtesy of the Time-Bandwidth rela-
tionship Eqn. 3.2, have a very wide bandwidth. The bandwidth may be much wider than
the narrow bandwidth offered by the thick SHG crystal. Thus the thick SHG crystal may
only measure a small portion of a wide spectral bandwidth pulse. The incidence angle of
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Figure 4.7: Visualization of angle dithering the SHG crystal. Reprinted with permission
from [32].
the pulse upon the crystal corresponds to a certain range of wavelengths that are phase-
matched in the crystal [32]. Using this idea, the SHG crystal can be set atop a motor
which rotates the crystal to change the angle of incidence (visualized in Fig. 4.7). At each
incidence angle, a measurement can be taken until the entire bandwidth is accounted for,
resulting in a single complete FROG trace. Thus, the FROG trace would be a multi-shot
measurement. This is known as angle-dithering, first suggested by Nack et al. [30] and
then demonstrated by O’Shea et al. in [32]. This process then enables a thick SHG crystal
to have comparable bandwidths of thinner crystals while harnessing the sensitivity of thick
crystals.
4.3.1 Experimental Design and Techniques
We used a GRENOUILLE 8-9-122-THICK-USB model from Swamp Optics (a Rick Trebino
company) with a centre-wavelength range of 700 - 1100 nm, spectral range @ 800 nm of
300 nm, and pulse-length range @ 800 nm of 10 - 100 fs. The GRENOUILLE was on loan
to us from Dr. Kevin Resch at the Institute for Quantum Computing (IQC). Since it is a
commercial device, there is limited information on the elements that comprise the device.
So a typical GRENOUILLE setup will be described.
Two beam steering mirrors are required to properly align the pulses into the GRENOUILLE,
to allow 4 degrees of freedom of the beam. The pulses first go through a cylindrical lens
which applies a horizontal line focus onto the Fresnel biprism. The biprism splits the
beam into two beamlets and crosses them on a thick SHG crystal. The crystal sits atop a
motor which dithers it in angle. Each incident pulse on the crystal produces a single-shot
SHG autocorrelation which comprises only a portion of the pulse bandwidth. The range
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Figure 4.8: The side-view and top-view of the GRENOUILLE beam geometry (from [49,
p. 231])
of wavelengths that is covered in the spectrally resolved single-shot SHG autocorrelation
is dependent on the pulse incident angle on the crystal. So for a complete FROG trace,
each pulse must be incident on the dithering crystal at a sufficient number of angles to
cover the entire bandwidth of the pulse. The motor which controls the dithering of the
crystal is controlled by an electronic driver with phase control: tuning the frequency of
the dithers to phase-match with the repetition rate of the laser, and amplitude control:
tuning the range of incidence angles of the pulses on the crystal (i.e., tuning how much
the crystal is able to rotate on each dithering rotation). A cylindrical lens is set after the
crystal to map the spectrally resolved SHG autocorrelation signal, with frequency on the
vertical axis and delay on the horizontal axis, onto a camera. The side-view and top-view
of the beam geometries are shown in Fig. 4.8.
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4.3.2 Results
Since the GRENOUILLE was a commercial device and not a tabletop setup with its el-
ements readily accessible, physical diagnostics could not be carried out to ensure each
component was working as designed. Instead, an analytical approach was taken to analyse
the validity of the final FROG traces. Fortunately, FROG devices offer robust independent
checking opportunities that are not available for other pulse measurement schemes.
The GRENOUILLE was used to characterize pulses from two devices: the Spitfire
Ace CPA system and the hollowfibre compressor. The most rigorous analytical validation
method is the autoconvolution test which compares the autoconvolution of the pulse’s
independently measured spectrum with the frequency marginal of the FROG trace. Before
arriving at the autoconvolution test, there are more qualitative cues along the way to assess
the validity of the measurement. Visual inspection of the span of the trace in the frequency
and delay axes are an easy way to determine if the FROG has captured the entirety of the
pulse [8]. A FROG trace offers various sets of information, and though a FROG trace may
prove to be unreliable by the autoconvolution test, its information can still hold merit in
certain aspects. The internal optics of the GRENOUILLE were inaccessible and thus any
errors produced in the measurements must be either because of human error (incorrect
operation of the device) or faultiness of the GRENOUILLE itself. The points of discussion
are focused on scrutinization of the FROG traces.
The pulses from the Spitfire Ace were a good place to start since they are shaped by
a commercial device designed for stability and their characteristics are quite simple. The
spectrum of the pulses is shown in Fig. 2.6. The FWHM and centroid were measured to be
32.8 nm and 798.8 nm, respectively. The spectrum measured by the USB4000 spectrometer
will be referred to as the actual spectrum. The assumption was that the USB4000 was
working correctly since it was calibrated by a mercury lamp and matched the spectra
produced by a separate spectrometer.
Once the pulses are detected by the GRENOUILLE, we follow a step-by-step process
to produce an accurate measurement. The first step is to ensure that the beam is spatially
centred on the GRENOUILLE’s spatial camera. The beam profile should be circular
and the intensity should drop off as a gaussian from the centre. The detected beam profile
seemed to match the manufacturer specifications and that of an independent beam profiler,
so we were confident moving onto the next step. The beam profile comparison is shown in
Fig. 4.9 and a photo of the independent beam profiler setup is shown in Fig. 4.10.
Since the spatial properties seem to be in order, the temporal and spectral features are
next in focus. Due to the nature of SHG FROG, the traces must be symmetrical along
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the independently measured beam profile (left) and the beam
profile measured by the GRENOUILLE (right).
Figure 4.10: Independent beam profiler setup.
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the delay axis [8]. The beam steering mirrors must be slightly adjusted until symmetry is
achieved. It was found extremely difficult to achieve a symmetric trace, which is an early
indication of a physical error in the system.
All FROG traces that are discussed here are the retrieved traces rather than the ex-
perimental (measured) traces. This is due to the fact that the retrieved FROG traces are
generally more accurate than the experimental traces [13]. If two FROG measurements
are taken which produce: 1. a noisy FROG trace that still allows the FROG algorithm to
converge (i.e, a trace which is not so noisy that the FROG algorithm cannot cope), and
2. a noise-free FROG trace that the FROG algorithm easily converges. When the FROG
algorithm converges, it yields a retrieved pulse, that is an intensity and phase is returned.
The result is that the retrieved pulse from the noisy experimental FROG trace produces a
retrieved FROG trace which better approximates the noise-free experimental FROG trace
[13]. Essentially, the retrieved FROG trace from a bad measurement better approximates
an experimental FROG trace from a good measurement. This impressive result stems from
the overdetermination of the FROG. From an informational standpoint, to retrieve a pulse,
one needs N data points from the intensity I(t) plus N points from the phase, so 2N data
points. The FROG is an image of N2 data points (or pixels) resulting in a redundancy in
data.
We can analyze the FROG trace shown in Fig. 4.11. First off, there is too much
signal on the right-hand side causing an asymmetry. This alone would indicate a false
FROG measurement since asymmetry violates the laws of physics for SHG FROG. Also,
we have prior assumptions of the pulse shape, such that its functions I(t) and S(ω) should be
gaussian as stated by the manufacturer specifications and supported by the autocorrelation
and spectrometer measurements. Intuitively then, the FROG trace seems to exhibit a
bit too much complexity to represent a gaussian pulse. Furthermore, by inspection, the
trace does not seem to span the actual entire spectral bandwidth of the pulses. The
wavelength values on the axis correspond to the frequency doubled wavelengths, thus we
can double the wavelengths to see the original wavelengths. We can see that it ranges from
390 nm× 2 = 780 nm to 410 nm× 2 = 820 nm, which is considerably less than the range
seen in Fig. 2.6. These observations are sufficient without further analysis to conclude
that the measurement is inaccurate.
We can be confident that the spatial alignment from our side is good due to the image on
the spatial camera. The pulse is perhaps experiencing dispersion and has become distorted,
so the compressor in the Spitfire Ace can be adjusted to compensate for any GVD. As the
compressor was scanned, the FROG trace looked increasingly less complex while measuring
to be shorter in pulse duration. One can also tweak the background subtraction settings
to get rid of as much noise as possible while retaining pulse information. We need not
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Figure 4.11: Retrieved FROG measurement of pulses from the Spitfire Ace with a notable
asymmetry on the right-hand side.
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Figure 4.12: Retrieved FROG measurement of pulses from the Spitfire Ace. Both axes
exhibit Gaussian forms.
worry about tweaking the background subtraction settings to produce a fake measurement
because, ultimately, the trace will be subject to the rigorous autoconvolution test. After
scanning the compressor and applying a manual background subtraction, the FROG trace
shown in Fig. 4.12 was produced. The trace looks symmetrical along the delay axis for
starters. Better yet, it looks decently gaussian along both axes. The bandwidth however
still seems narrower than the actual bandwidth. Let us take a deeper look by extracting
the spectral intensity S(ω) and spectral phase φ(ω) as a function of wavelength, shown in
Fig. 4.13. Indeed, the observed FWHM bandwidth of 26.8 nm does not match the actual
spectral bandwidth of the pulse (Fig. 2.6). This is significant evidence that the measured
FROG trace is unreliable. But for reassurance, let us apply the most robust test that is
available for the FROG: the autoconvolution of the actual spectrum versus the frequency
marginal of the FROG trace. It states that the frequency marginal of the SHG FROG
trace must be equal to the autoconvolution of the independently measured spectrum [8].
The frequency marginal is the integration of a FROG trace over the delay variable:
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where IFROG is the FROG signal value at a given frequency ω and delay τ .
The frequency marginal of the SHG FROG trace, F SHGω (ω) must be equal to the auto-
convolution of the spectrum:
F SHGω (ω − 2ω0) = S(ω − ω0) ∗ S(ω − ω0) (4.10)
where S is the independently measured spectrum, ω0 is the carrier frequency, and the
asterisk means convolution (S is convolved with itself). The frequency shifts of 2ω0 and ω0
simply centres both functions at zero, however any arbitrary frequency shift can be chosen
so long as the frequency shift is doubled for the frequency marginal of the SHG FROG
trace.
Detailed discussions regarding this relationship can be found in [1, 3, 8]. It is born
out of the field of analytical signal processing which is beyond the work presented here.
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Figure 4.14: Autoconvolution test: Comparison of the autoconvolution (red line) of the
independently measured Spitfire Ace spectrum (blue line) from Fig. 2.6 with the frequency
marginal of the FROG trace of Fig. 4.12. The autoconvolution is oberserved to have a
considerably larger full range causing the autoconvolution test to fail.
The relationship will be taken as a fact. Many works based on FROG characterization
incorporate the autoconvolution in their analytical methods, including its use to even
correct FROG traces as done by Taft et al. in [46].
Now we have a powerful validation technique that compares two independent measure-
ments. If Eqn. 4.10 is not satisfied, there must be an error present in the system [49, p.
205]. We apply the autoconvolution to the spectrum from Fig. 2.6 and compare to the
frequency marginal of the FROG trace from Fig. 4.12, shown in Fig. 4.14. It is clearly
observed that the autoconvolution full range (red line) is much wider than that of the
frequency marginal (blue line), indicating that, a. Eqn. 4.10 is not satisfied, and b. the
spectral range of the FROG trace is insufficient, which agrees with the previous observa-
tion. Important to note was that the FROG trace obtained in Fig. 4.12 was the best one
measured. Failure of the autoconvolution test must certainly mean that there is an error
somewhere in the system.
What is interesting is that retrieved intensity function shown in Fig. 4.15 from the
FROG trace in Fig. 4.12 has an FWHM of 37.6 fs which is not far off from the 38 fs
FWHM of the retrieved intensity function from the autocorrelation in Fig. 4.3. Since the
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Figure 4.15: Retrieved intensity and phase from the FROG measurement of Fig. 4.12.
autoconvolution test failed, we must treat the FROG measurement as unreliable. However,
let us check to see if the FROG algorithm has returned a physically unrealizable pulse. We
can check to see if the TBP in Eqn. 3.1 still holds. The FWHM of the spectrum shown
in Fig. 4.13 is 28.8 nm which converts to c
λ2
λ = c
(800×10−9 m)2 × 28.8× 10
−9 m = 12.6 THz
and the measured pulse width from Fig. is 37.6 fs, giving us:
12.6× 1012 Hz × 37.6× 10−15 s = 0.474 > 0.441
Thus, the FROG algorithm still returned a physically realizable pulse since it did not
violate the TBP inequality in Eqn. 3.1. It is impossible to tell if the agreement of the
pulse width measurement of the FROG with the autocorrelation is mere coincidence or a
true representation of reality.
The end goal of the work in this thesis is to generate and characterize few-cycle pulses.
The hollowfibre compressor system has been employed to generate these pulses, so let us
task the GRENOUILLE to characterize them. Fig. 4.16 shows the spectrum of pulses
which were output from the hollowfibre compressor. The spectrum was taken just before
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Figure 4.16: Independently measured spectrum of hollowfibre compressed pulses.
it entered the GRENOUILLE to best compare to the FROG output. The corresponding
FROG trace is displayed in Fig. 4.17, which exhibits complexity as would be expected
for such a frequency modulated pulse [8]. The retrieved spectrum and phase from the
FROG measurement can be seen in Fig. 4.18. The accuracy of the measurement can first
be evaluated by comparing the independently measured spectrum (Fig. 4.16) with the
retrieved spectrum from the FROG trace (Fig. 4.18). This comparison can be seen in Fig.
4.19. As shown, both spectra exhibit very similar spectral peaks and features. However, the
spectral range of the spectrometer measurement again is much wider than that of the FROG
spectrum retrieval. To examine further, the autoconvolution test is applied and shown in
Fig. 4.20. The difference in spectral range is clearly evident where the autoconvolution of
the actual spectrum is much wider than the FROG frequency marginal. It is quite apparent
that there is a bandwidth problem with the GRENOUILLE. The device manufacturers
indeed confirmed upon inspection that the GRENOUILLE was suffering from insufficient
bandwidth due to internal misalignment.
Both spectra shown in Fig. 4.19 and the autoconvolution test in Fig. 4.20 show
agreements in spectral features. In the autoconvolution test, the frequency marginal clearly
exhibits the same two large peaks and a small shoulder on the left as the autoconvolution.
This indicates an amount of accuracy in the FROG data even though the autoconvolution
test failed.
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Figure 4.17: Retrieved FROG measurement of the same hollowfibre compressed pulses
which correspond with Fig. 4.16
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Figure 4.18: Returned spectrum and phase from the FROG measurement of Fig. 4.17.
The phase of the pulse is a very important gauge on the amount of compression that
has been applied. With the measurement of the Spitfire Ace, the width of the trace in the
delay axis scales with the position of the Spitfire Ace’s compressor. Even if the FROG trace
is not measuring the pulse width accurately in absolute terms, it can still provide some
measure relative to the Spitfire Ace compressor position (i.e., it can measure changes).
The same can be done in the hollowfibre compression setup with the two silica wedges
which can apply an amount of positive GVD to compensate for too much negative GVD
from the chirped mirrors. By scanning the wedges, the amount of pulse chirp should either
increase or decrease, depending on the GVD compensation. It is seen in Fig. 4.21 that
the spectral phase of the pulse has a rather complex form when the silica wedges were at a
certain position. As the silica wedges were scanned to reduce the amount of material that
the pulses experienced, thereby reducing the amount of added positive GVD, the phase
approached the quadratic form shown in Fig. 4.16. A quadratic phase indicates a linearly
chirped pulse which is much easier to deal with than a 3rd order or higher phase function
[14]. The linear chirp can be corrected by simply fine-tuning the silica wedges to minimize
the total GVD as discussed in Chapter 3. Third order phase compensation requires a
much more complicated optical setup such as the one in [14]. Due to severe difficulty
in obtaining a FROG trace with the faulty GRENOUILLE device, further exploration of
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of the hollowfibre spectra measured by the USB4000 (red) and
returned from the GRENOUILLE (blue). The arrows indicate spectral peaks which are
similar for both spectra.
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Figure 4.20: Autoconvolution test: Comparison of the autoconvolution (red line) of the
independently measured hollowfibre spectrum (blue line) from Fig. 4.16 with the frequency
marginal of the FROG trace of Fig. 4.17. The autoconvolution is oberserved to have a
considerably larger full range causing the autoconvolution test to fail. However, both
curves exhibit similar spectral features. Both are double-peaked with a small shoulder on
the left peaks.
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Figure 4.21: Retrieved spectrum and phase from a FROG measurement of hollowfibre
compressed pulses. The phase exhibits a complex form as opposed to the phase function
in Fig. 4.18.
phase functions was left incomplete.
The temporal shape and phase of the pulse is shown in Fig. 4.22. The quadratic phase
is also observed. However, unlike the spectrum, there was no independent measure of the
pulse temporal shape (i.e., I(t)), hence there is no real way to tell if the temporal shape has
any sort of accuracy other than if it passed the autoconvolution test. The autocorrelator
from Section 4.2 is not capable of producing a measurement of the hollowfibre pulses since
it lacks sufficient bandwidth (i.e., the crystal is too thick). The retrieved temporal shape
cannot be reasonably trusted.
A step-wise methodology of assessing FROG traces has been demonstrated by first using
qualitative methods, then turning to the quantitative autoconvolution method. Though the
autoconvolution test failed in all cases, the FROG data seemed to exhibit a certain amount
of accuracy in some of its data, in particular it provided useful relative measurements of
phase as values of GVD were varied. The validation methods indicated that the FROG
traces were suffering from systematic measurement errors. The errors were confirmed to be
those of faultiness in the GRENOUILLE device as indicated by the device manufacturers
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Figure 4.22: Returned intensity and phase from the FROG measurement of hollowfibre
compressed pulses of Fig. 4.17.
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upon inspection. If a FROG trace passes all the methods of analysis from above within




Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis reports on improvement and progression of three different aspects of a CEI
experiment: the TOF spectrometer, the hollowfibre compressor, and the GRENOUILLE
pulse characterization device.
The TOF spectrometer was modified to correct asymmetries in its geometry. The
modification was shown to improve the homogeneity of the ion extraction field by analysis
of the TOF histograms. The new TOF histogram showed a 77% narrowing in FWHM of
the CO+2 peak. The CO
+
2 time of flight decreased by 60%, indicating a 513% increase in
the average strength of the electric field.
Pressure, Spitfire Ace compressor position, and transmission mode, were varied to reveal
how they were correlated with the output spectra of the hollowfibre compressor. The output
spectra were compared against a published ideal spectrum of that same hollow core silica
fibre model. A study of pressure and Spitfire Ace compressor position was carried out to
determine their optimal settings for reproducing the reference spectrum. It was found that
the bandwidth at full base and the number of modulations increased with pressure. The
optimal pressure was found to be 379 Torr. The compressor position in the Spitfire Ace
was strongly correlated with the spectral profile of the output. The optimal Spitfire Ace
compressor position range was 8000 to 8200. The fundamental mode was found to be the
best transmission mode.
The FROG traces from the GRENOUILLE device were subject to analysis through both
qualitative and quantitative means. A methodology was presented to assess the validity
of FROG measurements. The FROG traces were found to be invalid in all cases but still
held some merit in subsets of its information. It was found particularly useful in measuring
changes to pulses. There were signs of some accuracy in the agreement of spectral profiles
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between the independent and FROG retrieved spectra. The autoconvolution was the final
test of validity for the FROG traces and failed in all cases. The consistent problem was
the insufficient bandwidth as indicated by the autoconvolution test and the comparison
of independent and retrieved spectra. The device manufacturers eventually confirmed this
finding upon inspection of the device.
The work on these three subjects may provide a stepping stone for future experimental
work in CEI.
Future Work
The hollowfibre chamber can be improved by replacing the current plastic chamber with
a metal one (aluminium is the standard choice) for superior vacuum performance and
stability. Viewports can be added for observation of both tips of the hollowfibre to assist
with alignment. The new chamber can have three gas-line connections for: pressurization
(input gas), evacuation (vacuum connection), and pressure measurement (pressure gauge).
This will replace the current setup which only uses a single connection to do all three of
these tasks. The pressurization and evacuation ports can be on either sides of the chamber
to provide an inlet and outlet. The gas-lines should be flexible tubing which is fastened to
the optical table. The flexibility will allow the chamber to be movable during alignment
without resistance from stiff copper tubing. The fastening to the optical bench will prevent
disturbance to the hollowfibre chamber when valves are being adjusted on the gas-lines.
Once the GRENOUILLE is confirmed to be functioning correctly and producing reliable
measurements, its full power can be harnessed to help maximize the hollowfibre compres-
sion. Measurements can be taken at 3 different points of the system: prior to entry of
the hollowfibre, directly at the exit of the hollowfibre, and after the sequence of chirped
mirrors. Knowledge of the pulse width and phase prior to entry and directly at exit of
the hollowfibre will help understand the correlation between the Spitfire Ace compressor
position and the output spectral shape. Perhaps a negative GVD prior to entry is prefer-
able to pre-compensate for the positive GVD that the pulse acquires during the pulse’s
propagation in the hollowfibre. Characterization at exit of the hollowfibre will certainly
indicate the compression that will be required to achieve a bandwidth-limited pulse. The
hope will be that the pulse is linearly chirped (quadratic phase) with positive GVD at the
exit, allowing the chirped mirrors to easily compensate with negative GVD and fine-tuning
with the positive GVD of the silica wedges. If the pulses have a cubic phase distortion,
a more complicated compressor setup consisting of a combination of gratings and prisms
in a certain geometry will be required, as in [14], or the hollowfibre parameters should be
adjusted to produce a simple linear chirp.
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For future experiments, a kinematic mirror can be set just before entering the CEI
chamber to intercept the beam and send it to the GRENOUILLE. This will provide the
most accurate characterization of the pulses that will be interrogating the molecules. The
GVD can be set to pre-compensate for the silica window of the chamber to ensure the
shortest possible pulses in the chamber.
Finally, a pump-probe experiment can be done with few-cycle pulses to investigate the
bending and stretching processes observed by Wales et al. in [52].
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Spectroscopy (LIBS): An Industrial
Application
A.1 Introduction
Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy has grown significantly in popularity due to its
speed of analysis, minimal sample preparation, and range of applicability (see bibliogra-
phy for significant references). It is a spectroscopic technique that analyzes characteristic
plasma plumes ejected from a material upon irradiation by intense pulsed laser light.
This document describes the setup of a LIBS system through a collaboration between
Sciencetech and University of Waterloo (University of Waterloo, Laser Matter Interaction
group), the setup of the system is described, and then tested primarily, by analyzing plasma
excitation-ionization spectra from complex alloys.
A.2 Laser System
The Empower laser (Figure A.1.) is a kHz Q switched laser 35 W 100 ns at 527 nm
which is usually used to pump fs Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier. The turning mirror
directs the beam from the green laser to the sample chamber (Figure A.5.). It is normally
used in the CPA (chirped pulse amplification) system. Nd:YLF lasers are multi-mode
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and produce elongated rectangular beams with relatively high divergence. A cylindrical
telescope system was introduced to produce a collimated beam of 5 mm diameter.
Figure A.1: Empower 30 Q-Switched Green Laser.
A.3 Apparatus
The apparatus (Figure A.2.) consists of a sample chamber which can be evacuated where
the sample is mounted vertically on a rotating post, in order to provide a constantly fresh
surface. The Empower achieves a laser fluence upward of 50 J/cm2 and irradiances of
approx. 0.5 GW/cm2.
Figure A.2: Sample chamber.
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A.4 Ablation Characteristics
Figure A.3. shows an image of a typical crater generated by 150 mm focal length lens (grid
line spacing = 1 mm) typically around 0.2 mm diameter.
Figure A.3: Ablation spot.
A.5 Spectra Collection
The Empower delivers the beam to the chamber as shown in Figure A.5. where the LIBS
signal is collected by an ultraviolet fibre optic cable with single objective (Figure A.4.) and
sent to the Ocean Optics HR4000 spectrometer. The spectra range from 275 nm - 500 nm
with a resolution of 3500 @ 400 nm (0.12 nm FWHM). Spectral intensities were corrected
using convolution of grating efficiency and sensor quantum efficiency.
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Figure A.4: Spectra collection
setup Figure A.5: Schematic
A.6 LIBS Test Results
A.6.1 Coating analysis: demonstration of LIBS for a prime hand-
held application
Figure A.6. shows the spectra of the super-alloys compared to the Fe reference in the full
275 nm to 500 nm spectral range of the HR4000 spectrometer. The spectra look to be
complex and some seem to be indistinguishable to one another at a glance. This is not
that case which will be demonstrated as we zoom in to identify key features.
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Figure A.6: Spectra of the super-alloys compared to the Fe reference in spectral range of
the HR4000
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Figure A.7: The coating signal (top plot) is obtained by a rapid exposure to the laser,
only ablating the surface coating of the galvanized steel. The coating signal is compared
to reference spectra with accurate peak matching of Zn (328 nm, 330 nm, 334 nm), Ca
(393 nm), and Al (394 nm and 396 nm). The substrate signal (bottom plot) is acquired
by using a delayed exposure to ablate through the surface to the Fe reference.
Our first test is designed to show the power of LIBS to distinguish materials in close
proximity varying by depth. One of a few methods for depth profiling and coating analysis
has been demonstrated (Figure A.7.) for a sample of galvanized steel. Two exposures are
needed for this method - a rapid ablation for the galvanized coating, and a delayed ablation
for the substrate.
A.6.2 Mixed metals analysis: sorting common metal alloys and
super-alloys with very complex spectra
For this test we have irradiated a series of alloys which have complex spectra and show
that we can identify the samples by comparing their spectral features with each other and
reference data.
Visible and longer wavelength excitation in the ns regime works well for relatively
opaque samples like metals. Samples (Table A.1.) include: SSS316, INCONELs 600, 625,
and X-750, INCOLOYs 800H and 825 (concentrations are within ranges). Figure A.9 shows
INCONEL and INCOLOY spectra in comparison with iron (Fe) and molybdenum (Mo)
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Figure A.8: Spectral segment from 375 to 425 nm to show wavelength accuracy and
relative intensities for the Fe reference spectrum and the Empower LIBS spectrum.
reference spectra. Several Fe peaks clearly show INCOLOY 800H spectrum as having high
Fe. INCONEL 625 has a high Mo content as identified by the peak at 386.411 nm.
The most sensitive Ni lines reside in the 340 nm - 355 nm region (see Section A.6.3.).
INCONEL 600 spectrum is identified as the third member of this high Ni content alloy
group.
Table A.1: Composition of samples.
A.6.3 Ni-Cr-Mo alloys: quantitative analysis and the selection
of key elements for calibration
In general, most of these alloys (often called super-alloys) are comprised of a combination
of these elements (with iron) and can be determined by examining the region from 350 400
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Figure A.9: INCONEL and INCOLOY spectra with Fe and Mo reference spectra for
peak-matching.
nm (Figure A.10.). Figure A.11. shows SS316 spectra with minor interference from Fe and
marked lines for Ni, Mo, and Cr. This analysis can be used for identification and rapid
sorting of alloys. Calibrations based on these lines would yield quantitative information.
A.6.4 Diagnostics: an example of a measurement that is critical
for quantitative LIBS
During early phases of the plasma, opacity is high, ions are not in thermodynamic equilib-
rium, and self-absorption is common. A delayed timing for spectrometer sync is required
to avoid this so called self-absorption/self-reversal. Figure A.12. shows self-absorption of
AL6160 alloy. The quickest identification of self-absorption is the discrepancy between the
reference Al spectrum and the LIBS spectrum; the ratio of the two LIBS peaks should
match the 1:2 ratio from the reference spectrum rather than the 1:1 ratio measured. See
Figure A.13. for a literature example of self-absorption from [57].
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Figure A.10: INCONEL and INCOLOY narrow spectral segment 340 nm - 355 nm with
Ni reference spectra for peak-matching.
Figure A.11: SS316 with Fe interference and identification lines for Ni, Mo, and Cr.
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Figure A.12: The discrepancy between peak ratios of LIBS AL6160 spectrum and Al
reference spectrum is good indication of self-absorption. The ratio of left peak to right peak
in the reference spectrum is 1:2 as compared to the approx. 1:1 ratio in LIBS spectrum.
A.7 Conclusion and Future Work
We have constructed a LIBS system which is capable of generating plasma in opaque
metallic targets and recording across the visible spectrum. We have tested the system on
metal targets, and shown that we can perform surface and subsurface analysis, distinguish
complex alloys by comparing data with reference spectra from the NIST database. Lastly,
we have identified the presence of self absorption, a phenomenon which affects quantitative
analysis and can be addressed in later setups.
The system which has potential for 100Hz - 1kHz repetition rate can be adapted for
rapid scanning analysis which is a significant advantage over typical 10Hz systems. Further
development of the spectrometer triggering setup can allow for time dependant plasma
sampling in order to better assess parameters such as electron temperature accurately, for
control of nanoscale processing. Finally, introduction of frequency doubling of the 527 nm
laser light can allow us to probe transparent materials.
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Literature Examples of Self-Absorption and Reversal




A simple optimization technique was followed to increase the output power of the oscillator.
The full optimization methods can be found in the user manual for the oscillator. This
technique involves adjustment of two different optics: a cavity mirror via an allen key knob,
and the optical coupler. The power metre is placed directly behind the optical coupler.
The oscillator should not be in modelock. The allen key should be turned until the power is
maximized. Once at a maximum, the two knobs which control the horizontal and vertical
tilt of the optical coupler must be adjusted to achieve maximum power. You can return
to the allen key and slightly adjust to try and maximize power again. Then return to the
optical coupler. The user should alternate between the two until a power of 650 mW to
700 mW is reached. The next step is to measure the modelock power output - optimal
power is 400 mW. However, the modelock region needs to be found again. An easy way
to do this is to turn the allen key in one direction until the power is approximately 350
mW. Modelock should be attempted in this region via the modelock button. If modelock
cannot be found, the allen key should be turned in the other direction until the power is
approximately 350 mW. Modelock should then be produced in this region. If modelock is
not produced in one of the two directions, there is likely an issue which should be resolved
by referring to the user manual or laser technician.
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Appendix C
Spitfire Ace CPA System Techniques
C.1 Electronic Components
Fig. C.2 shows the electronic components for the Spitfire Ace. The laptop has the Spitfire
Ace GUI control software which gives the user full control of the laser parameters, shown
in Fig. C.1. The Spitfire Ace full manual [42] should be referred to for full details on
operation.
C.1.1 Start-up from Standby Mode
For cold start procedure, refer to the Spitfire Ace manual. In Standby Mode, the Empower
45 power supply, the Timing and Delay Generator (TDG), and the Temperature Control
Unit (TCU) will be turned on via their power switches, but the key-switch on the Empower
45 power supply and TDG will be off. To start from Standby Mode, follow the steps below.
1. Turn on the key-switch for Empower 45 power supply.
2. Turn on the key-switch for the TDG.
3. Ensure the “Current” setting on the Spitfire GUI software is set to 14 Amps.
4. Turn on the Empower 45 by pressing and holding the “Empower on/off” button on
the Spitfire GUI software.
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Figure C.1: The Spitfire Ace GUI control software. Reprinted from [42].
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Figure C.2: Photo of the electronic components for the Spitfire Ace
5. Once the Empower is turned on, the Ti:Sapphire crystal begins to cool down. The
temperature status can be seen on the TCU box. When the “Temperature” light is
amber, the crystal is still cooling. When the light turns green, the crystal is cooled
sufficiently. The temperature status can also be viewed on the “TCU” tab on the
Spitfire software.
6. Once the crystal is cooled sufficiently, the regenerative amplifier can be turned on by
clicking the “Regen” switch on the software.
C.1.2 Cable Connections
The cavity build-up can be viewed on the oscilloscope by connecting a coaxial cable from the
Spitfire Ace coaxial output (where the chiller connections are located) to the oscilloscope.
The build-up signal must be triggered from the “TDG Sync signal”. In order to trigger
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from the TDG Sync signal, a coaxial cable must be connected from the TDG Sync output
indicated in Fig. C.2 to the oscilloscope.
C.1.3 Optimization techniques
Over time, the performance of the Spitfire Ace slowly deteriorates. Optical alignment
slowly falls off axis due to many reasons such as the constant vibrations that the optical
bench experiences or changes in humidity and other environmental changes. The Spitfire
will periodically require a ‘tune-up’ to regain peak performance. The Spitfire manual
completely outlines the realignment procedures. Many times, a complete realignment is
unnecessary; minor alignments can be done to improve performance.
There are two diagnostics that are used in the minor alignment techniques: power
measurements and the build-up time signal. The main objective during optimization is
to minimize the build-up time and then to maximize power. The build-up time can be
viewed on an oscilloscope (connection instructions can be found in the manual). The build-
up signal shows the amplification of the pulses as they travel back and forth through the
crystal. The pulse signal starts off very small due to its low energy and then amplifies
(builds up) after each successive pass through the crystal. An example of the build up
signal can be seen in Fig. C.3. The timing of the pockel cells should release the pulse from
the cavity at its highest amplification or conversely put, you don’t want to keep the pulse
in the cavity after its highest peak. The build up signal should have minimum amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) as well. The amount of ASE can be seen by taking a ratio of
the peak of the pulse signal average to the average amount of rise of the valley. The idea
of build-up time reduction is to minimize the number of passes the pulse takes through
the cavity for it to reach its highest peak. Once the build-up time has been minimized,
the power of the pulses should be maximized by observing the power metre as you adjust
the beam steering mirrors. There is logged performance information for reference and
comparison.
There are two beams that need to be aligned in the crystal: the pump beam and
the seed beam (beam from the oscillator). The most common reason for decreasing laser
performance is misalignment of the seed beam in the Spitfire. The oscillator seems to be
much more sensitive to weather changes than the Spitfire. It also doesn’t help that the
oscillator beam travels a long distance before it ultimately reaches the Ti-Sapph crystal.
These two reasons make the seed beam much more susceptible to misalignment than the
pump beam. When aligning either the pump beam or seed beam, you always need access to
two beam steering mirrors (in fact, two beam steering mirrors are almost always required
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Figure C.3: Build-up signal showing the amplification of pulses after each pass through
the Ti:Sappire crystal.
for any alignment task). The two diagnostics explained above must be used for alignment
of both beams.
The first attempt should be to align the seed. Two seed beam steering mirrors can be
easily accessed from just outside of the Spitfire. If that fails, the interior of the Spitfire
must be accessed. You can choose a pair of seed mirrors in the Spitfire to adjust. If
that fails, you must adjust a pair of pump mirrors. When adjusting any pair of mirrors,
you must use the two diagnostics explained above. Sometimes you might find it easy to
alternate between all three pairs of mirrors. The results from this technique can be found
in C.2.
C.2 Optimization Results
C.2.1 December 12, 2017
Current - 15.1 A
Ch3 - 377 ns
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Power before compressor = 3.45 W
Current = 18.4 A
Ch3 - 250 ns
Power before compressor = 6.1 W
After compressor = 4.5 W
Current = 18.4 A
Ch3 - 260 ns
Power before compressor = 6.41-6.44W
After compressor = 4.7 W
C.2.2 January 11, 2018
Current = 15.1 A
Ch3 = 389.75 ns (highest peak)
Power after comp = 2.56 W
Current = 18.4 A
Ch3 = 250 ns
Power after comp = 4.630 - 4.655
Current = 18.4 A
Ch3 = 260 ns (highest peak)
Power after comp = 4.818 - 4.828 W
C.2.3 March 29, 2018
Current 15.1
Ch3 405 ns – There are several peaks that are almost exactly same height
First peak is at 375 ns
Power after comp 2.72 W
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Current 18.4
Ch3 260 ns (highest peak, although very close in height to 250 ns peak)
Power after comp 4.8 W
Current 18.4
Ch3 250 ns
Power after comp 4.54 W
C.2.4 June 21, 2018
Current 15.1
Ch3 375.5 ns (365.5 and 375.5 ns both are have pretty much equal peaks)
Power after comp 2.6 W
At 18.4 A, CH3 250 ns and 260 ns have exactly same height, both are highest peaks
Current 18.4
Ch3 250 ns
Power after comp 4.5 W
Current 18.4
Ch3 260 ns




Aligning the beam is a straightforward but sometimes timely process. Two irises can be
setup 1 metre apart. The first one is placed at the focus of the pulses (approximately 1
metre from the focusing lens) and the second iris 1 metre away. A beam line can be then
be set if the laser is aligned through both irises. After the beam is set, the placement of the
irises can be marked. The idea is then to move the hollowfibre chamber in place such that
the silica hollow core fibre follows the beam line set by the irises. The laser can be run at
low power during the alignment process to avoid damage to the fibre. If placed correctly,
the beam should be coupled to the fibre and transmitted through. The transmitted power
can be measured and the transmission percentage calculated. The translation stages can
be adjusted in tandem to improve the transmission percentage. The best transmission




Fortunately, the GRENOUILLE device used (model 8-9-122-THICK-USB) comes with
a complete user guide and documentation for its QuickFrog software, all found in the
QuickFrog Windows Start Menu folder (entitled “Femtosoft Technologies”) after it has
been installed. The Quick Start Guide outlines a stepwise process for alignment of the
GRENOUILLE that should be followed precisely. If starting from scratch, the hard copy
manual includes device cable setup and installation instructions. The “Documentation”
files were found to be extremely helpful. There are two different modes in QuickFrog:
Time Mode and Space Mode. Space Mode provides beam profiling which is only useful for
alignment, as described in the Quick Start guide and further described in the documenta-
tion page entitled “Space Mode” or in the installation folder entitled “spacemode.html”.
Time Mode is where the temporal characteristics of the pulses are measured. Various win-
dows are found in Time Mode. Time Mode and its various windows are described in the
Documentation page entitled “Time Mode” or “timemode.html”.
Time Mode
A screenshot of the QuickFrog software in Time Mode is shown in Fig. E.1. There are
5 main windows in Time Mode which are used to obtain a FROG trace. The “measured
FROG trace” is the experimentally measured FROG trace which should be as symmetrical
as possible to abide by the laws of physics for SHG FROG. The “Retrieved FROG trace”
is obtained by the FROG algorithm which iteratively guesses pulses that correspond to the
experimentally measured trace. As stated in Ch. 4.3.2 retrieved FROG trace is generally a
more accurate measurement of the pulse, so the retrieved FROG trace was focused on more
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Figure E.1: Screenshot of QuickFrog software in Time Mode during operation.
than the measured. There are “Temporal Intensity and Phase” and “Spectral Intensity and
Phase” windows. These are the plotted temporal intensity and spectral intensity functions,
both with phase functions, found in the equation for the pulse, E(t), which was guessed by
the algorithm for the retrieved FROG trace. With E(t), both the temporal and spectral
intensity can be found using Eqns. 4.5 - 4.8. The “Results” window shows quantitative
data about the pulse and FROG measurements.
Dithering Crystal - AGC Driver
The AGC driver controls the angle dithering of the SHG crystal in the GRENOUILLE
device. Shown in Fig. E.2, there are two tuning knobs on the AGC driver: the phase
knob and amplitude knob. The phase knob controls the dithering speed of the crystal.
The amplitude knob controls the amplitude of the dithering angle. The amplitude of the
dithering angle must be set to cover the entire spectral bandwidth of the pulse and the
dithering speed should be set such that its rotation frequency matches the repetition rate
of the laser.
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Figure E.2: Photo of the AGC driver and its phase and amplitude tuning knobs.
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Data Output
In the Time Mode Documentation page, there is also a section outlining the various menu
commands in QuickFrog. There is a “File -> Save Data” command which outputs all of
the retrieved data from Time Mode into separate data files. The data file formats are
shown in “fileformats.html”.
Data Analysis
Shown below is the code for retrieving and plotting the frequency marginal, autocorrelation,
spectral data in frequency, and temporal data in time.
#==============================================================================================
#Returns the frequency marginal and autocorrelation from a FROG .dat file
#The FROG .dat file is exported from the QuickFrog software
#==============================================================================================
def get_frequency_marginal_and_autocorrelation():
print("Choose FROG trace file for frequency marginal")
Tk().withdraw() # we don’t want a full GUI, so keep the root window from
appearing
FROG_exp_fname = askopenfilename() # show an "Open" dialog box and return
the path to the selected file
# FROG_exp_data = np.genfromtxt(FROG_exp_file, delimiter=" ", skip_header=2)
with open(FROG_exp_fname) as f:
header1 = f.readline() #get grid size of FROG data. i.e., 32 32
header2 = f.readline() #get 2nd header: fs/pixel, nm/pixel, central
wavelength
print("FROG grid size is ", header1)
print("The header of FROG file below is: ")
print(header2, " (fs/pixel, nm/pixel, central wavelength)") #prints
header file of FROG trace data file
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#fs/pixel, nm/pixel, central wavelength
FROG_grid = header1.split() #grid information is in form 32 32 (or
64 64 or # #)
#need to split it into array [32,32] to
access integer
num_points = int(FROG_grid[0]) #number of points in one slice of the
grid
#i.e., a 64x64 grid has 64 points in a
single slice
mid_col = int(int(FROG_grid[0])/2) #middle column in a row of the grid
#i.e., for 64x64 grid, mid_col=31
#get FROG 2D grid data into 2D array
FROG_data = np.genfromtxt(FROG_exp_fname, delimiter=" ", skip_header=2)
autocorrelation_spectrum = []
for col in FROG_data: #go through each row in FROG grid
autocorrelation_spectrum.append(np.sum(col)) #get the sum of each row
in the grid
#to be put in a 1D array
FROG_data_T = np.transpose(FROG_data)
wavelength_marginal_signal = [] #spectral intensity list for y-axis of
plot
for row in FROG_data_T: #go through each row in FROG grid
wavelength_marginal_signal.append(np.sum(row)) #get the sum of each row
in the grid
#to be put in a 1D array
wavelength_marginal_signal /= np.nanmax(wavelength_marginal_signal)
#normalize spectral intensity to 1




fs_pixel = math.fabs( float(grid_info[0]) ) #get fs/pixel. For plotting
autocorrelation spectrum
nm_pixel = math.fabs( float(grid_info[1]) ) #get nm/pixel. For plotting
frequency spectrum
central_wvl = math.fabs( float(grid_info[2]) ) #get central wavelength
start_wvl = central_wvl - nm_pixel * mid_col #get the start wavelength
start_delay = 0 - fs_pixel * mid_col
wvl = [] #initialize wavelength list for
x-axis
for i in range(0, num_points): #populate wavelength list
wvl.append( start_wvl + i*nm_pixel )
wvl = np.array(wvl)
delay = [] #for autocorrelation
for i in range(0, num_points): #populate wavelength list
delay.append( start_delay + i*fs_pixel )
delay=np.array(delay)
[freq, frequency_marginal_signal] = do_jacobian_transformation(wvl,
wavelength_marginal_signal)
frequency_marginal_signal /= np.nanmax(frequency_marginal_signal)
return [wvl, wavelength_marginal_signal, freq, frequency_marginal_signal,
delay, autocorrelation_spectrum, FROG_exp_fname]
#==============================================================================================
#Plots the frequency marginal which is retrieved from the get function
#==============================================================================================
def plot_frequency_marginal():
[wvl, wavelength_marginal_signal, freq, frequency_marginal_signal, \




fig, ax = plt.subplots()
line1 = ax.plot(wvl, wavelength_marginal_signal, "red")
ax.grid(True, which = ’major’)
ax.minorticks_on()
ax.grid(True, which = ’minor’, alpha=0.2)





fig, ax = plt.subplots()
line1 = ax.plot(freq/1000, frequency_marginal_signal, "red")
ax.grid(True, which = ’major’)
ax.minorticks_on()
ax.grid(True, which = ’minor’, alpha=0.2)






#Plots the autocorrelation which is retrieved from the get function
#==============================================================================================
def plot_autocorrelation():
[wvl, spectral_intensity, delay, autocorrelation_spectrum, FROG_exp_fname]
= get_frequency_marginal_and_autocorrelation()
fig, ax = plt.subplots()
line1 = ax.plot(delay, autocorrelation_spectrum, "red")
ax.grid(True, which = ’major’)
ax.minorticks_on()
ax.grid(True, which = ’minor’, alpha=0.2)







#Gets the spectral data from the ESpectral .dat file
#The ESpectral .dat file is exported from the QuickFrog software
#==============================================================================================
def get_ESpectral():
print("Choose an ESpectral.dat file in the format [Wavelength (nm),
Intensity,\
Phase (in radians), Real Part of Field, Imaginary Part of Field] for
spectral information")
Tk().withdraw() # we don’t want a full GUI, so keep the root window from
appearing
ESpectral_file = askopenfilename() # show an "Open" dialog box and return
the path to the selected file










#Plots the spectral data from the get function
#==============================================================================================
def plot_ESpectral():
[wavelength, spectral_intensity, phase, EField_real, EField_imaginary,
ESpectral_file] = get_ESpectral()
#plot spectrum
fig, ax = plt.subplots()
line1 = ax.plot(wavelength, spectral_intensity, "red")
ax.grid(True, which = ’major’)
ax.minorticks_on()
ax.grid(True, which = ’minor’, alpha=0.2)
plt.title(’Spectral Intensity and Phase ’ + "..." + \
ESpectral_file[len(ESpectral_file)-50:len(ESpectral_file)])
ax.set_xlabel(’wavelength (nm) and phase’)
ax.set_ylabel(’signal’)
ax_phase = ax.twinx() # instantiate a second axes that shares the same
x-axis
line2 = ax_phase.plot(wavelength, phase, "blue")
ax_phase.set_ylabel(’phase (radians)’)
#plot EField real
fig, ax = plt.subplots()
line1 = ax.plot(wavelength, EField_real, "red")
ax.grid(True, which = ’major’)
ax.minorticks_on()
ax.grid(True, which = ’minor’, alpha=0.2)





fig, ax = plt.subplots()
line1 = ax.plot(wavelength, EField_imaginary, "red")
ax.grid(True, which = ’major’)
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ax.minorticks_on()
ax.grid(True, which = ’minor’, alpha=0.2)






#Gets the temporal data from the ETemporal .dat file
#The ETemporal .dat file is exported from the QuickFrog software
#==============================================================================================
def get_ETemporal():
print("Choose an ETemporal.dat file in the format [Time (fs), Intensity,\
Phase (in radians), Real Part of Field, Imaginary Part of Field] for
spectral information")
Tk().withdraw() # we don’t want a full GUI, so keep the root window from
appearing
ESpectral_file = askopenfilename() # show an "Open" dialog box and return
the path to the selected file






return [ time, temporal_intensity, phase, EField_real, EField_imaginary,
ESpectral_file ]
#==============================================================================================




[time, temporal_intensity, phase, EField_real, EField_imaginary,
ESpectral_file] = get_ETemporal()
#plot spectrum
fig, ax = plt.subplots()
line1 = ax.plot(time, temporal_intensity, "red")
ax.grid(True, which = ’major’)
ax.minorticks_on()
ax.grid(True, which = ’minor’, alpha=0.2)
plt.title(’Temporal Intensity and Phase ’ + "..." + \
ESpectral_file[len(ESpectral_file)-50:len(ESpectral_file)])
ax.set_xlabel(’time (fs) and phase’)
ax.set_ylabel(’signal’)
ax_phase = ax.twinx() # instantiate a second axes that shares the same
x-axis
line2 = ax_phase.plot(time, phase, "blue")
ax_phase.set_ylabel(’phase (radians)’)
#plot EField real
fig, ax = plt.subplots()
line1 = ax.plot(time, EField_real, "red")
ax.grid(True, which = ’major’)
ax.minorticks_on()
ax.grid(True, which = ’minor’, alpha=0.2)





fig, ax = plt.subplots()
line1 = ax.plot(time, EField_imaginary, "red")
ax.grid(True, which = ’major’)
ax.minorticks_on()
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ax.grid(True, which = ’minor’, alpha=0.2)












freq_shift = freq[ find_index( signal_f_autoconvolve,
np.nanmax(signal_f_autoconvolve)) ]
wvl_shift = wvl[ find_index( signal_w_autoconvolve,
np.nanmax(signal_w_autoconvolve)) ]








# freq_shift = -1* freq_grenouille_shift
# wvl_shift = 0
# freq_grenouille_shift = 0
# wvl_grenouille_shift = 0
#plot autoconvolution and frequency marginal vs frequency
#========================================================
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fig, ax = plt.subplots()
line1 = ax.plot( (freq - freq_shift)/1000,
signal_f_autoconvolve/np.nanmax(signal_f_autoconvolve), "red")
ax.grid(True, which = ’major’)
ax.minorticks_on()
ax.grid(True, which = ’minor’, alpha=0.2)




line2 = ax.plot( (freq_grenouille-freq_grenouille_shift)/1000,
frequency_marginal_signal, "blue")
ax.grid(True, which = ’major’)
ax.minorticks_on()
ax.grid(True, which = ’minor’, alpha=0.2)




#plot autoconvolution and wavelength marginal vs wavelength
#=================================================================
fig, ax = plt.subplots()
line3 = ax.plot(wvl-wvl_shift,
signal_w_autoconvolve/np.nanmax(signal_w_autoconvolve), "red")
ax.grid(True, which = ’major’)
ax.minorticks_on()
ax.grid(True, which = ’minor’, alpha=0.2)





ax.grid(True, which = ’major’)
ax.minorticks_on()
ax.grid(True, which = ’minor’, alpha=0.2)
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F.1 Coulomb Explosion Imaging Chamber Alignment
Technique
The diagram of the laser beamline into the CEI chamber is shown in Fig. F.1. The first
step in aligning the laser into the CEI chamber is to set the final beam-steering mirror
(FBSM) in the correct general position. The height of the TOF focusing mirror can be
roughly measured through the chamber window. The screw holes on the optical table can
be used to horizontally align the FBSM with the TOF focusing mirror. The angle of the
FBSM can be set in the direction of the TOF mirror.
After the FBSM is set by eye, the laser can be turned on. The laser should be directed
to the initial beam-steering mirror then reflected to the FBSM. Both beam-steering mirrors
must be adjusted until the laser is incident onto the TOF mirror. It will be clear that the
laser is hitting the TOF mirror by the presence of a diverging back reflection. The laser
will initially be focused by the TOF mirror inside the TOF spectrometer then de-focused.
Hence the diverging back reflection outside of the chamber. Once the laser is confirmed to
be hitting the TOF mirror, the alignment needs to be fine-tuned so that the incident beam
is centred on the TOF mirror. The idea is to analyze the incident laser beam with respect
to the back reflection from TOF mirror. When perfectly aligned, the incident beam should
be centred exactly on the outgoing back reflection as shown in Fig. F.2. It is easier to
scan the first iris in both the vertical and horizontal directions while keeping and eye on
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Figure F.1: Laser beamline into CEI chamber
the back reflection. A card can be used to block the incident beam to see how it compares
to the vertical half, the horizontal half, and a quarter of the back reflection, shown in Fig.
F.3. Once the iris is positioned such that the incident beam is perfectly centred on the
back reflection, a second iris can be set (shown in Fig. F.1) to create a beamline between
both irises. The beam steering mirrors should be adjusted such that the beam follows,
exactly, the beamline set by both irises (i.e., the beam should be centred on both irises).
If perfectly aligned, the first iris can aperture the incident beam to a point, which will go
through the centre of the second iris then hit the centre of the focusing mirror and finally
the back reflection will go back through the centre of both irises.
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Figure F.2: Visualization of a perfectly aligned CEI beamline, where the incident beam
is centred exactly on the outgoing back reflection.
Figure F.3: A card can be used to block the incident beam to see how it compares to the
vertical half, the horizontal half, and a quarter of the back reflection.
F.2 Electronic Connections
In order to operate the TOF spectrometer, the ion detector box, the four position detection
boxes, and the TDG Sync signal output (shown in Appendix C Fig. 2), must be connected.
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Figure F.4: The proper connection orientation for the ion detector box. Notice there is a
small black line on the white part of the ion detector box which must align with the slot
cutout shown on the CEI chamber.
The ion detector box has 8 pins in a circular pin-out array which must be connected to
the CEI chamber as shown in Fig. F.4. There are two 8-pin input connections on the CEI
chamber, one for the ion detector and one for the electron detector. This appendix does
not consider the electron detector. Ensure the ion detector box is connected to the correct
8-pin input by viewing Fig. F.5 for perspective on orientation.
The 4 position boxes must be connected to the 4 coaxial inputs on the CEI chamber
such that the labels on each box match the labels on the CEI chamber (i.e., “1XY ”,
“1X̄Y ”, “1XȲ ”, “1X̄Ȳ ”).
The ion detection box has two connections that must be connected to two different
voltage supplies: the voltage for the ion extraction region and the voltage for the ion MCP.
The 4 position detection boxes should be connected to the DAQ. The TDG Sync signal
must be connected to the DAQ as well, for triggering.
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Figure F.5: Perspective on orientation of the CEI chamber to assist in the proper con-
nection of the ion detector box.
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Figure F.6: There are 4 position detection boxes that need to be connected to 4 coaxial
inputs on the CEI chamber. Only 3 position detection boxes are shown, the 4th box is not
visible.
F.2.1 Starting the TOF Spectrometer
Once the electronics are connected properly as described in Section F.2, the two voltage
supplies need to be ramped up together. Before ramping up the voltage supplies, the CEI
chamber pressure gauge should be turned off and the voltage fuse box needs to be turned
on. The ion extraction region was usually ran at 3000 kV and the ion MCP was ran at
2300 kV. Both voltage supplies should be incremented in unison by 10 Volts at a time
until 2300 kV. Once both supplies are at 2300 kV, the ion extraction voltage supply can
be incremented up to 3000 kV.
On the DAQ computer, the user must open the folder on the desktop entitled “UW2016”,
then open the executable file “CEIROOTDAQ.exe”. From that application, CEI experi-
mental data can be recorded.
F.3 Plot Identification Algorithm Code
===========================
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Created on Jul 26, 2018
@author: Michael Singh
===========================
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from tkinter import Tk
from tkinter.filedialog import askopenfilename
import seaborn as sns
import numpy as np
from _overlapped import NULL
from fileinput import filename
#constants
Amu_kg = 1.6605389e-27; #1 amu = 1.6605389e-27 kg
e = 1.60217662e-19; #C
# d = 76.825e-3; #m
d = 89.3e-3; #m


















elm= {} #dictionary of elements and standard atomic masses, i.e., el[
"hydrogen" ] = 1.008
# open file for reading
with open(filename, "r") as f:
for line in f:
line = line.split(’\t’)
#creates dictionary of elements names:mass, symbol:mass, atomic#:mass
elm[ line[0] ] = float(line[3]) #element name:mass
elm[ line[1] ] = float(line[3]) #symbol:mass
elm[ line[1].lower() ] = float(line[3]) #lowercase symbol:mass






























































































































# Tk().withdraw() # we don’t want a full GUI, so keep the root window from
appearing
# filename = askopenfilename() # show an "Open" dialog box and return the
path to the selected file
t = [] # list for times of flight
loop_index = 0
if filename != ’’:
# open file for reading
with open(filename, "r") as f:
# character position multiplier
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line_num = 3
f.seek(121*line_num + 36,0) # seek to 3rd line, position 39
#where the number of laser shots is located
num_laser_shots = float(f.read(9)) # read in number of laser shots
while True:
f.seek(121*line_num + 84,0) # seek to 3rd line, position 84
temp_t = f.read(9) # read in time
line_num += 1
if not temp_t: break #if time is null or 0, skip
try: #try to convert temp_t to float, if it is not a number,
skip line
temp_t = float(temp_t) #convert to float so mathematical
operations can be applied
t.append( temp_t ) #add flight time to list
except ValueError: #skip line if temp_t is not a number
continue
t = np.array(t)
# t = 4*t
title_index = 50





plt.hist(t, int(num_laser_shots/100), histtype=’step’, fill = False,
density=True, stacked=True)
loop_index += 1
return t, filename, line_num
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from TOF_Peaks import TOF_plot
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from math import sqrt
from ion_dictionary import *
from CONSTANTS import *
import random
#Returns time of flight calculation based on mass to charge ratio
#Uses equation of the line
def t_func(mq_):
time = slope*sqrt(mq_) + b
return time
def find_mass_to_charge(time):
mass_charge = ((time - b)/slope)**2
return mass_charge
#Plots point of ion
#(mass to charge ratio, time of flight, text to annotate point, theoretical
boolean)
#Example for N2^3+
#(N*2/3, it’s time of flight, ’N2^{3+}’)
#(Mass of N2/charge of ion, its measured time of flight, text to annotate the
plotted point, *optional
# argument (boolean) -- "True" will plot a theoretical point)
#Theoretical point is simply to check where an ion will fall on the plotted line
def plot_ion(mq, time, text, *theoretical):
if theoretical: #plot theoretical point
plt.plot(sqrt(mq), t_func(mq), ’r*’);
plt.text(sqrt(mq), t_func(mq) - 70, text, color = ’r’)
else: #plot real point
plt.plot(sqrt(mq), time, ’b*’);
plt.text(sqrt(mq), time - 70, text)
return
#plots ion point on the TOF spectra plot






plt.plot( t_func(mq), height, ’g*’);
plt.text( t_func(mq), height - 20, text, color = ’g’)








plt.plot( x, y, ’g’, linestyle = ":")
return
elm = populate_elements() #create dictionary of ion_dictionary to return atomic
masses
TOF_1 = 142; #CO2 jan24 2019 400mw vertical
# TOF_1 = 202; #TOF of H+ (H2^1+ = TOF_H2_1) CO2 aug13 2018 400mw
vertical
mass_charge_1 = sqrt(H/1); #sqrt(mass of H+ / charge of H+)
TOF_2 = 477; #CO2 jan24 2019 400mw vertical
# TOF_2 = 1031; #TOF of 2nd known ion CO2 aug13 2018 400mw vertical
mass_charge_2 = sqrt(CO2/1);
#t = slope * sqrt(m/q) + b --- b is y-intercept
b = ( TOF_1*mass_charge_2 - TOF_2*mass_charge_1 ) / ( mass_charge_2 -
mass_charge_1 );
slope = (TOF_1 - b) / ( mass_charge_1 );
#since Acetone is usually has the longest TOF
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t.append(slope*i+b) #t = slope * sqrt(m/q) + b --- b is y-intercept
x.append(i)
i+=0.01
# Plot the TOF equation fit line
# plt.figure(1)




# plt.grid( which=’major’, axis=’both’)
#
# plt.plot(x,t, color = ’grey’)
#H+
# plot_ion(H, 140, ’$H^{+}$’)
# #text can be set as
#
# #H2+
# plot_ion(H*2, 162, ’$H_2^{+}$’)
#
# #N2+
# # plot_ion(N*2, 840, ’$N_2^{+}$’)
#
# #Ar2+
# plot_ion(Ar/2, 338, ’$Ar^{2+}$’)
# #Theoretical
# ===================================
# plt.plot(sqrt(Acetone), t_func(Acetone/1), ’r*’);
# plt.text(sqrt(Acetone), t_func(Acetone/1) - 70, ’Acetone’, color = ’r’)
# plot_ion(Acetone, t_func(Acetone/1), ’Acetone’, True)
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# plot_ion(N2, t_func(N2), ’$N_2^{+}$’, True)
# plot_ion(N, t_func(N), ’$N^{+}$’, True)
# plot_ion(H2O, t_func(H2O), ’$H_2O^{+}$’, True)
# plot_ion(CO2, t_func(CO2), ’$CO2^{+}$’, True)
# plot_ion(H*3, t_func(H*3), ’$H3^{+}$’, True)
peak_identify = True
if peak_identify:
# "C:/Users/Michael/Google Drive/Graduate School/CEI Data/Dec 3 2018 All
Vertical/Ar_Dec3_2018_50mW.log"
# fname = r"C:\Users\Michael\Google Drive\Graduate School\CEI Data\Dec 3
2018 All Vertical\Ar_Dec3_2018_50mW.log"
# TOF_plot(r"C:\Users\Michael\Google Drive\Graduate School\CEI Data\Aug 13
- CO2\CO2_400mW_Vertical_500000shots.log")
TOF_plot(r"C:\Users\Michael\Google Drive\Graduate School\CEI Data\Aug 13 -
CO2\CO2_400mW_Vertical_100000shots.log")
# TOF_plot(r"C:\Users\Michael\Google Drive\Graduate School\CEI
Data\Jan24_2019_OCSandCO2\CO2_400mw_Ver_100000shots_Jan24.log")
# TOF_plot(r"C:\Users\Michael\Google Drive\Graduate School\CEI Data\Dec 3
2018 All Vertical\BG_Dec3_2018_400mW.log")
identify_peaks = False















# selection = input("To find mass-to-charge ratio - type ’M’ \nTo find time of
flight - type ’T’ \n(’0’ to exit): ")
# while selection != ’0’:
# if selection == "T":
# mass_charge = float(input("Enter a mass-to-charge ratio to see its
time of flight: "))
# print( t_func(mass_charge) )
# if selection == "M":
# time = float(input("Enter a time of flight to see its mass-to-charge
ratio: "))
# print( find_mass_to_charge(time) )
# selection = input("To find mass-to-charge ratio - type ’M’ \nTo find time
of flight - type ’T’ \n(’0’ to exit): ")
# print( t_func(H2O) )
# print( find_mass_to_charge(444) )
plt.show()
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